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Scenic New Mexico,

FOUR MORE

BAKER'S

SENT TO JAIL

REMOVAL
President Roosevelt From the
Office of Associate Justice of

WAR EPISODE

40

Colorado Supreme Court Still Actively
Prosecuting Election Officials
Guilty of Fraud.

Sequel to Tragedy Which Occur-e- d
in Texas and Wherein About
Thirty Union Sympathizers
Lost Their Lives.

By

Territorial Supreme Court
Made Yesterday
ON

SERIOUS

CHARGES

Taken After Careful Investiga
tion of Matter and Written Defense by Judge Off for Washington to Fight.

Action

Denver,

Dec. 10.

Colo.,

Four

elec-

tion offlcialsof precinct six, ward 5,
were sentenced to jail by the supreme
court today for contempt of court,
having been' found guilty of permitting
fraudulent practices at the recent elec
tion in disregard to the court's order.
James P. Mullens was sentenced to
nine months' imprisonment, and fined
$500 and costs; William Bergman and
J. P. Kitson to six months' imuprisonment and a $500 fine and costs each,
and Patrick Reid to three months im
prisonment, without fine. The experts
reported that about 80 ballots found
in the box from this precinct had been
cast by repeaters. The court todav
granted the attorneys for the defend
ants in the contempt cases until February 1 next to file a bill of exceptions
for the purpose of carrying the cases
to the United States supreme court and
to contest the power of the state supreme court to assume original juris
diction and take charge of the election
frauds in this city.
The ballot box from precinct 10,
ward 5, was opened today by order of
the court and the ballots turned over
to two experts in handwriting for ex
amination.

INTERESTING ACCOUNT
By

-

Special to the New Mexican.
Washington, D. C, Dec. 10 Presl
dent Roosevelt yesterday signed the
order for the removal from office of
Associate Justice Benjamin S. Baker,
of th 3 Territorial supreme court of New
Mexico. The order took effect immediately. It is said that the President
took this action after careful examination of the charges made by N. B.
Field, of Albuquerque, and others affecting the judicial behavior and official conduct of the judge and after
due consideration of the report of the
special agent who examined the charges, the written defense of Judge Baker and the views of Attorney General
Moody in writing in the case.
The report is that the general charg- Serving of Subpoenas
Only About a
es are misfeasance in office and im-
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-
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BOLD DAYLIGHT

BANK ROBBERY

CARR MAY CONTEST

WILKERSON'S SEAT
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PLAZA AT ALAMOGORDO.

JAP CRUISER

WILL ACT

STRIKES MINE
Saiyen Sunk Outside Port Arthur
Mikado's Warships on the Alert
to Prevent Russian Fleet's
Bill
Escape.

Hamilton Joint Statehood
Will Receive Favorable Action
Says Beveridge.

NO

EXTRA

SESSION

Revision of Tariff Decided Upon, Which
Will Necessitate No Meeting Until
Next Fall.
Washington.

D.

C

Dec.

10.

The

Senate committee on Territories met

today and decided to postpone action
on the Hamilton Joint Statehood Bill
until next week. After the meeting
Senator Beveridge, of Indiana, who is
chairman of the committee, said that
the committee would undoubtedly take
favorable action on the bill. Another
meeting of the committee will be held
Monday morning.
Tariff Revision Settled.
There Will be no extra session of
Congress next spring for a revision of
the tariff as that matter has been de
cided upon definitely. The question of
an extra session next fall is in abey
ance. The President announced this
decision to several callers today.

GOOD PROS
PECTS FOR

AR-

TESIAN FLOW
Well Being Drilled at United States
Indian Industrial School Down 825
Feet Pressure Drives Water
Several Feet Above Ground.
SuDerintendent Clinton J. Crandall,
of the United States Indian Industrial
School, is feeling good upon the
fact that the artesian well now being
drilled upon the premises of the school
this morning reached a depth of 825
feet and that the drill was in wet
sand. For the last several hundred
feet considerable water has been en
countered and the pressure from below in the pipe has been continuously
increasing.
When the tools were put into the
casing this morning, the water flowed
out of the top of the casing which is
now at a height of 15 feet above the
ground and indicates the water is
near the surface.
This fact shows that while as yet no
genuine artesian flow has been encoun
tered, the indications for such a one
are good and that It Is very reasonable
to expect that such will be found before the 1,000-foo- t
depth required by
the contract, is reached.
The striking of artesian water on the
grounds of the school which are only
about a mile and a quarter' from the
central nart of the city would mean
mean much for the Santa Fe Val
ley and in fact would chage conditions
fnr hotter to an amazing degree. Con
tractor Mulholland Is steadily at work
with the drill and the remaining 170
feet will be drilled within sixty days.
The water which runs out of the pipe
is of the best quality, pure, sou ana
clear. The experiment U being watch
ed with great interest, and if it should
prove successful, will mean the dawn
of a new era for the prosperity of the
Capital City of New Mexico.

QUEEN OF

able-bodie-

GRAFTERS

NEXTWEEK

.

Special Correspondence:
Providence, Rhode Island, Dec. 6.
It is certainly strange that forty-twyears after the occurrence of the affair related herewith that a person
'way up here in Rhode Island, nearly
2,000 miles away, should be able to furnish its sequel:
"In 1864, the little town of Comfort,
Texas, was settled by a colony of Germans just from their native country.
Their settlement then was away from
civilization and among hostile Indians,
but the colony grew and prospered until 1861, when the heavy rumblings of
Civil War began to roll on the distant
horizon. The Southern Confederacy
needed more men, and word was sent
men of Comfort to
tn the
take up arms and defend their coun
try.

1

INVESTIGATION

proper and unjudicial action in improp-an- t
civil and political cases, which
Salt Lake, Utah, Dec. 10. Two apos
have come before the judge during
the last 18 months or more. This is tles of the Mormon Church, John Henry
the general character, but the speci- Smith, cousin of President Joseph Smith
fications while numerous, have not and Charles W. Penrose, editor-in-chiTho question of of the Deseret News, the official church
been given out.
whether the judge should be allowed publication, were served with subpoenas
to resign was duly considered, it is to appear before the U. S. Senate subsaid, but it was thought best for the committee in the Roed Smoot investigapublic interests to order removal.
tion at Washington. Of the 35 or 40
Judge Baker's successor has not been subpoenas sent for service in Utah and
determined upon, but it is understood
Idaho, it is understood, that so far,
that he will not be a resident of New scarcely
a half dozen have been servedj
.Mexico and that probably a New England man will bo named. This may be
Monday" next or soon thereafter.
It is said that the order of removal
closes the case absolutely and that it
will not be
by the department of justice.
Official Report of Department of Jus- Two Men Held Up Officers of Peoria
tice.
National Bank at Noon Made
Washington, D. C, Dec. 10. Judge
.Their Escape.
Benjamin S. Baker, of New Mexico, has
been removed by President Roosevelt
Peoria, III., Dec. 10. Two men held
as a result of a series of complaints
the officers of tbe Peoria National
up
the
filed with the President regarding
town
district at
affairs in Bernalillo County. The fol- Bank in the down
and mada
o'clock
this
afternoon
1:15
out
was
given
lowing official statement
their escape in a buggy. A posse Is now
at the Department of Justice today:
"President Roosevelt has removed in pursuit,
from office Judgi Benjamin S. Baker,
of New Mexico. Numerous complaints
were presented and a thorough invesdetigation of them was made by the
partment of justice. It was found
that in Bernalillo County, in which Alofbuquerque is situated, political and
McKinley County Man Not Satisfied
a
bad
condition,
in
are
affairs
ficial
With Action Taken by Bernalillo
commissioners
that improper jury
Central Committee.
were being appointed, that the selection of jurore was being tampered
Rumor has it that Clark M. Carr, of
with, the Sunday laws were not being McKinley County, will contest the seat
enforced against gambling and saloons, of Thomas N. Wilkerson, of Albuquer
and that Judge Baker was not doing que, as a member of the house of the
what a judge should do to remedy such Thirty-sixtlegislative assembly.
evils.
Mr. Carr was nominated by the Re
"It was considered that a more vig- publicans of McKinley County for the
orous and strict judge was imperative- lower house cf the next legislature to
It was for represent the counties of Bernalillo
ly needed in his place.
these reasons that the change in judge- and McKinley.
benot
and
concluded
was
upon
ship
The Bernalillo County Republican
cause Judge Baker was deemed dis- Central Committee, however, at a
honest or corrupt. Judge Baker was meeting held some days prior to the
fully examined and his statements tak- election, substituted the name of Wilen down for information of the Presi- kerson.
dent, but so far as the reasons for hisThe McKinley County Republicans
removal were concerned, his explana- were not satisfied with the action and
tions were not deemed sufficient to on election day voted for Carr and gave
prevent the change in judges." call- him a gratifying majority in their
Delegate Rodey, of New Mexico,
county. The Bernalillo Republicans
ed at the White House today to urge did the same thing in their county and
the President to give Judge Baker a Wilkerson also polled a large vote.
hearing, but learned that Baker had
It is claimed by the McKinley Coun
already been removed and that the ty Republicans that the central com
case could not be considered further.
mittee had no authority to remove the
Off Fop Washington to Fight.
name of Clark and as a result it is re3nopini tn the New Mexican.
Wilkerson's seat in the as
news of ported that
Albuquerque, Dec. 10. The
will be contested.
sembly
the summary removal o: juage Benwas the
jamin S. Baker from
here
today
Have your magazines bound in first
conversation
of
main topic
and was viewed by citizens generally class style for $1.25 per volume, by the
with approval and satisfaction. The New Mexican Pr latins Company, San
Hubbell faction on the other hand de- ta Fe, N. M.
nounced it as an outrage, but the best
men in the community believe it to he
Public sentiment here is in favor of
the right thing.
Washfor
the
appointment of District Attorney
started
Baker
today
Judge
ington to male; a. fleht on the adminis Frank W. Clancy to fill the vacancy.
No Charge of Personal Dishonesty.
tration and. it is said here, will file
anoMnl
to the New Mexican.
Terthe
charges upon charges against
Washington, D. C, Dec. 10. Judge
ritorial administration. Cantain W.
"E. Dame clerk of th district court, ac
Benjamin S. Baker of the Territorial
companied him. It Is asserted by some Supreme Court, was removed yester
hv the President after fuller inves
that he goes upon the same mission,
t(raton of the charges against him by
while others deny this.
It is also said that Captain Dame the Department of Justice. No charge
will retain the position of clerk under nt Atahonestr was filed against mm.
the new appointee, whoever he may be Ofllfllolal Report of Department of

Captain George H. Pettis, Company
K, First California Infantry, to
Whom Survivors Applied
For Help.

REED SMOOT
Is Proceeding Slowly- Dozen So Far

YEARS AGO

d

"After the messenger departed,

Japanese Fleet on the Alert.
Tokio, Dec. 10. It is reported since
the commencement of the bombardment of the Russian fleet in Port Arthur harbor, the Japanese military observers on 203 Meter Hill have not
seen anything of the Russian fleet of
torpedo-boa- t
destroyers and it is presumed they have taken shelter behind
Loati Mountain. The Japanese fleet is
lying off the harbor and is constantly
on the alert in anticipation of an attempt being made by any of the Russian warships to escape and seek refuge in a neutral port.
Japanese Cruiser Sunk.
Washington, D. C, Dec. 10. The Japanese legation today received the following cablegram from Tokio: "The
commander of the naval artillery in
front of Port Arthur reports the bombardment of Friday, set the Bayan
afire which listed to port 25 degrees,
nearly capsizing.
The battleships Retvizan and Palta-vare submerged in high tide up to
the upper deck below the conning tower. The Pallida and Pobieda heel
considerably to port and starboard respectively, exposing the hull below the
water line and in high tide, part of the
deck washes. The Pere3viet Is submerged in high tide up to the stern
walk at the stern and the torpedo tube
at the bow. The Galiak is close to the
shore and is listing considerably and
it is believed is resting on the bot
a

tom.
The Sevastopol at dawn Friday re
moved anchorage to the outer roadstead, presumably for the purpose of
escaping our shells. The commander
of the Japanese third squadron reports
the cruiser Saiyen while engaged in
with the army and naval
blockade near the Port Arthur fort
ress on November 30, hit a Russian
mechanical mine and sank. The complement was saved except 38 men
and Captain Tajima.
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of the men decided to go westward and
Mrs. Chadwick Lured the Bank enter Mexico. Some say they left for
Mexico to remain neutral, and others
Officials to Ruin by Promises
think they intended to join the northof Large Emoluments.
ern army.
"We shall not discuss the question
but they left Comfort on horseback
and started for the Rio Grande. They
expected to be followed, for they put
out guards when stopping at night.
Said Carnegie Had Immense Sum in
"They finally reached the Nueces
River, and crossed to the West Prong,
Trust for Her Case Almost Parallel
about two miles north of Silver Lake,
to Humbert Affair.
in Kinney County.
"The bed of the West Nueces is us
Cleveland, Ohio, Dec. 10. A spec- ually dry, excepting permanent lakes
ial from Oberlin, Ohio, says that In his of water usually about three mnes
confession, President C. T. Beckwith, anart. and the little party, after cross
Citizens' National ing the river, proceeded up stream un
of the wrecked
Bank, states that Mrs. Chadwick se- til they reached the lake of water now
cured immense loans from the bank on known as the Dutch Battle Ground,
a written promise made by a bank which took its name from the unfor
trustee of a $5,000,000 estate, which has tunate conflict which occurred on its
banks and where the gallant little band
just been revealed as a myth.
Listened to the Siren's Song.
met death.
The written promise delivered by
"On arriving there they seemed to
Mrs. Chadwick to President Beckwith, have thoueht they were out of danger,
was to the effect that her affairs would for they guarded less carefully. They
ridge
be turned over to the Oberlin bank camped on a little cedar-covereJuly 1, 1903. In consideration, Beck- which lies between a ravine and the
with was to receive $10,000 a year for gravel bed bordering the lake. Old
his trouble and Cashier Spear was to residents of this place say that at tnat
receive a like amount.
time there was no timber south of the
In addition to this the bank was to ravine, and the Germans staked their
receive a bonus of close to $40,000 horses out in the open, making their
when the loans advanced Mrs. Chad- heda in the timber. Just before day
wick had been paid back.
they arose and were cooking their
Greater Than Madam Humbert.
breakfast when suddenly and witnout
The story of how Mrs. Chadwick anv susDicion of danger they were
played with her victims is replete with fired upon. A squad of Confederates
incidents of absorbing interest. When in San Antonio having heard of their
they became alarmed over any incon- departure and supposing they were gosistencies of the woman, she calmed ing to join the Union army, had foltheir fears with the claim that she was lowed them. Firing on both sides continued until most of the Germans were
a relative of Carnegie.
Amount Increasing.
killed. Several escaped and started
Today's Plain Dealer says: When for the Rio Grande, but were overtakthe contents of the mysterious "secur- en there and killed in crossing. A
ities" held for Mrs. Cassie L. Chad- brother of Captain Bonnett, now Post
wick by Ira Reynolds in the Wade master at Del Rio, was killed in crossPark Bank are revealed to the outside ing the Rio Grande. One or two of the
world, it will be found that the signa- Germans escaped entirely. It is said
ture of Andrew Carnegie has apparent- that one who was wounded crawled in
for
ly been forged on notes and other pa- to a. cave in the bluffs and was fed
some time by Mr. Becket, who lived
pers to total to the amount of $13,750,-00The
securities, held by near there.
"The Confederates went back to
Reynolds together with those held by
Oberlin
of
Bank
National
San
Antonio, and the ravages of cruel
Citizen's
the
and which have already been made war continued.
"About two years after the fight,
public, agregate this amount.
The "Securities."
some men came in wagons from ComlitThey are itemized as follows: First fort, gathered up the remains of the
to
Comfort,
them
carried
the
signaband.and
note for $5,000,000, bearing
tle
ture of Carnegie; second, a certificate where they were buried together in
of trusteeship which states that Carne one grave and a large monument placgie has in his posssession stocks and ed in memory over them. Mr. Isaac
bonds to the amount of $7,500,000, Cox, of this place, was living here at
which is held in trust by him for Mrs. the time of the fight, and assisted in
Chadwick. This also bears Carnegie's eatherine ud the remains that were
signature. It is positively known that carried back to Comfort. A recent ar
Mrs. Chadwick had borrowed a mil- ticle in the Houston Chronicle stated
lion dollars in the last three years on that some of the Germans having surthese securities. Besides these, the rendered and given up their guns, were
Citizens' National Bank cf Oberlin lined up against the bluff and snot.
When asked about this, Mr. Cox said
holds notes for $1,250,000.
To put briefly, the Chadwick Bubble that he did not believe it was true, as
has burst and there is no hope appar- he never heard of anything of the kind
'
at the time of the fight, which was
ent.
.
York.
New
in
to
Wants
freely talked of here, having occurred
Stay
New York, Dec. 10. Mrs. Chadwick only 25 miles away." National Tribhas sent word to United States Com- une, (Washington, D. C.) Oct. 27, 1904.
Colonel John R. Baylor, with about
missioner Shields that she will not
waive examination before him as she 300 men of his regiment. Second Texhad intended, but will resist the efforts as Mounted Rifles, Confederate States
of the officials to take her to Cleve- Army, finished his "Buffalo Hunt" by
;
'
land.
reaching El Paso in the first week In
took possession of
The New Mexican can do printing July, 1861, and soonMexico
lying south
New
of
equal' to that done in any of the large that part
as well
Muerto,"
del
"Joarnardo
of
the
of
Our"
cities.
eolicltor: 'Every piece
of
whole
Arizona,
now
the
is
as
what
work we turn1 but" Try bur work once
Yuma on the Coland you wWcertalnly come again. We as far west as Fort
River.
orado
out
have all' the facilities for turning
On the 14th of December Gen. H. H.
every class of work, Including one of
Continued on Page Sevan..
west
in the

j

borrowedT million

,

d
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FOR THEFT
OF WHISKEY
Judge Mann Inflicts Punishment on
Three Young Men for Breaking
Into a Car of Liquor.

Three prisoners from Otero County
were placed in the penitentiary yesterday. They were George Jenkins,
aged 34, Edward McGuire, 27, and John
McGuIre, 22. They were brought here
by Deputy United States Marshal W.
R. Forbes and W. D. Buck. All three
were convicted of breaking Into a car
at Santa Rosa and abstracting forty
bottles of whiskey and were sentenced
by Judge E. A. Mann at Alamogordo,
who closed the session of the district
court at that place Thursday.
Jenkins will serve three years for
his share of the crime and the two
will do a year each. Deputy
Forbes and Mr. Buck left last evening
for Albuquerque after delivering the
Mc-Guir-

prisoners to the superintendent of the
penitentiary.
Edward McGuire is in very poor
health and on this account" Judge Mann
made his sentence one year without
-

labor.
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PUMPING FOR IRRIGATION.
While discussing big irrigation projects it should not be forgotten that
A! M. DF,TTEI,BACH, Mgr.
much progress has been made in reWtJO OAMOT BE CURED.
PRINTING
NEW MEXICAN
FH
claiming arid lands by pumping. In
So uniformly successful has Dr. Pierce's
COMPANY, PUBLISHERS.
India, 6,000,000 acres are thus irrigat- Favorite
Prescription proven in all forms
times the entire area of Fetrihle Weakness, Prolapsus, or Falling; The Largest Hall in the City
ed or twenty-fou- r
Womb, and Leucorrhea, that, after over
Editor that is under irrigation iu New Mexico. aofthird
MAX. FROST
of a century's experience in curing for
cf
The cost of pumping water from such tne worst cases
ot tnese distressing and
PAUL A. F. WALTER,
Dr.
Pierce
of
now
the
underflow
of
feels
as
the
ailments,
that
debilitating
Balls
Manager and Associate Editor depths
fully warranted in offering to pay $500 in
Rio Grande, Santa Fe and other val- cash
for any case of these diseases which
PERCY F. KNIGHT,
Parties
small and in some instan- ne cannot cure.
is
CKJAkS
TONES, LIQUORS
Secretary and Treasurer, leys is very
Alone. The "Favorite Pre
It Standsstands
ces,
cheaper than irrigation from caAfl fes
alone, as the one and Private and
nals and ditches taken out of a stream scription"
remedy for these distressingly com
Entered as Second Class matter at several miles above the land to be ir- only
mon forms of weakness, possessed of such Public Entertainments
positively specific curative properties as to
tie Santa Fe Postofflce.
rigated. One of the most recent suc- warrant
us makers in proposing, and
cesses is the pumping plant installed
themselves to forfeit, as we, the Conventions, Etc., Etc., Etc.
binding
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
by the National Government on the undersigned proprietors of that wonderful
Si Pima Indian Reservation in Arizona. remedy hereby do, to pay the sum of $500
Daily. Der week, by carrier
in legal money ot tne united states in any
Dnily, per month, by canier ....$1 00 The Secretary of the Interior speaks of case of the above diseases in which after a
Seating Capacity, 450
75 this plant as follows, in hia report:
fair and reasonable trial of our treatment.
iDaily, per month, by mail
to
we
cure.
fail
No
medicine
other
for
7
50
ef"Much success has attended the
Daily, one year by mail
the cure of woman's peculiar ailments is
4 00 forts of the
t ally, six months, by mail
Large Stage
Department along this backed by such a remarkable guarantee ;
2
00
b
other medicine for woman's ills is posthree
mail....
months,
ally,
line, but in no case has the success no
sessed of the
curative prop2 00 been more
Weekly, per year
gratifying and encouraging erties that wouldunparalleled
warrant its manufacturers
For terms apply to.?
1 CO
Weekly, six months
for
no
in making such an offer ;
other remedy
than in the matter of expenditures
75
has sucn a record ot cures on which to base
SFeekly, per quarter
the benefit of the Indians on the Pima such
A. M.
a remarkable offer.
s5 Reservation in Arizona
Vaekly, per month
during the past
Therefore, insist on having Dr. Pierce's
Santa Fe, N. M.
Prescription and turn your back iox Hanf k St.
year. Reference was made in my last Favorite
on any unscrupulous dealer who would
Inof
to
the
annual
proposition
report
GEORGE E. ELLIS, Proprietor.
insult your intelligence by attempting to
Tu, New Merican is the oldest
spector Code to establish for these In- foist upon you some inferior substitute,
a
for
The
the
of
jwsj:apsr in New Mexico. It is sent dians
creation
project
a permanent water supply for ir- under the plea that "it is just as good."
So every postofflce in the Territory,
and steam-heate- d
The moat conveniently located and only fire-proInsist on having the article which has a new county out of southern Rio Ar
Mid has a larg and growing circularigation purposes by means of a ser record of a third of a century of cures and riba County, to be named Rio Grande,
Hotel in the city. Electric lights, baths and sanitary plumbing
tion among the intelligent and pro- ies of artesian wells connected with a which11 is backed by those willing to forfeit with Espanola as the county seat, is
cannot cure you.
$500
uiey
which
from
central
Southwest.
of
the
station,
pumping
Cafe and Buffet
people
gressive
In cases attended by a leucorrheal drain the tapis. It may materialize and it
throughout. Everything np to date. First-clas- s
the water would be stored in reservoirs a solution of Dr. Pierce's Lotion Tablets
not.
to
too
is
this
It
at
tell
early
onnedted. Fine Sample Room for Commercial Men 4
for use as needed in the Indians' irri should be used conjointly with the use of may
the "Favorite Prescription." They are sold time.
gation ditches. In accordance with by all druggists,
or sent
to any
this proposition five wells were put address, on receipt of 35 cents in stamps.
AMERICAN OR EUROPEAN PLAN.
According to an eastern lecturer,
down and a steam pumping plant es Send 31 cents in stamps for Dr. Pierce's Mohammedanism
is dying. Consider
Common Sense Medical Ad viser. Address
This plant is reported to World's
tablished.
Dispensary, Buffalo, N. Y.
ing the fact that there are still about Postal
THE REMOVAL OF JUDGE BAKER. be the most substantial
and efficient
Weak and sick women are invited to
Telegraph and Cable Co's Office to the Bu tiding
300,000,000 Mohammedanism in exist
in
received
news
The telegraphic
steam irrigation plant in Arizona, the consult Dr. Pierce, by letter, free. All
ence, the dying business seems to be
CORNER PLAZA AND SAN FRANCISCO STREET.
is held as strictly private.
this city last night and this morning five wells discharging, approximately, correspondence
Address Dr. R. V. Pierce, Buffalo. N. Y.
rather
slow.
sumthe
from Washington announcing
Dr. Pierce's Pellets cure biliousness.
2,000 gallons per minute, or 3,000,000
mary removal from office of Asso- gallons a day, sufficient to properly irAccording to Chancellor Von Bulow,
ciate Justice Benjamin S. Baker, pre- rigate 250 acres of land, if pumped nine
the people of Germany spend about tar
CwUine and TaW
siding judge of the Second Judicial hours a day, or 600 acres if pumped
OoMVftUd And Refur
of newspapers and $750,000,000 per annum for drinks
The number
District Court, was not at all unex- continuously. A test run of the plant banks in
Service Unxcel! t
lakes Throughout
the Territory are steadily on
pected. It was known here a week ago showed that three cords of mesquite the increase. The difference between They must have a good deal of money
that the President had personally and wood were sufficient for a 24 hours' the banks and newspapers, however, over there to stand that sort of a
racket.
carefully examined the charges made run."
is that the former are all making mon
the
reports
Baker,
against Judge
Three cords of mesquite wood are
are not getting
thereon by special agents of the De worth about $12 at the highest and ey, whereas the papers
Catarrh Cannot be Cured
are
entitled
the
to, cons id with LOCAC
support
they
nartment of Justice. Judge Baker's that would make the cost for fuel per
WILLIAM VAWOHW, PROP.
APPLICATIONS, asthey cannot
do
work
and
4he
the good they
reach the seat of tbe disease. Catarrh is a
written defense and the opinion of At acre per day two cents. Even running ering are
blood
or
constitutional
in
i
r
and
performing towards the ad- to cure it you must tikedisease,
they
internal re edies
Larf e Samale Booms far Commercial flan.
torney General Moody. The New Mex the plant the entire season, the cost vancement
of
and
Terri
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internally, and
the
progress
effect
to
that
is
information
the
ican's
on
more
s
ana
acts
mucous
$3
tne
would
acre
be
than
uioou
not
aireetiy
per
Nevertheless, the Territory can
New
Hall's Catarrh Cure is not a cinnnk
the charges are considered to have for fuel and about $1.50 for engineer tory.
not have too many of either of them. medicine. It was prescribed by one of the
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NEW MEXICO'S CLIMATE
FINEST IN THE WORLD
For Combating the "Great

White

Plague" Indians Receive Good
Treatment Administration of
Justice Stock Conditions Coal
Outnut Larae and Fatalities in
Mine Accidents Few.
M

f

The following is the conclusion of
Governor Otero's report to the Secretary of the Interior. The report has
treated existing conditions in the Territory fully and reflects much credit
upon the executive and the adminis-

tration:

.

;

Climate and Health.
Attention is called to the appended
reports of the officers in charge of the
Government sanitorium at Fort Bayard and Fort Stanton, and the great success they have achieved In the mitigation 01 tuberculosis. They have demonstrated beyond a doubt that an outdoor life accompanied by proper hygen-i- c
treatment in New Mexico, are the
best methods thus far discovered to
combat the "great white plague."
there is no other climate on the face
of the earth quite as conductive to recovery from tuberculosis as that of
New Mexico, as has been recognized by
the United States Government in establishing its two great sanatoria within the confines of this Territory.
The Pueblos.
Within the past few years the National Government has been doing
splendid work for the Indians in New
Mexico, although the psaceful Pueblos
have not been as well loked after until recently as the more nomadic tribes.
However, owing to large tracts of land
and ample water rights, with day
schools being erected in every puebschools being enlo the
larged, and the Government building
irrigation works for them and supplying them with instructors and legal
counsel the lot of the Indian in New
Mexico has fallen into far pleasanter
places than that of the other native inhabitants, or, rather, early settlers of
the Territory. The question of granting the Pueblo Indians the right of citizenship has been decided by the Territorial Supreme Court In the affirmative.
An effort will be made by the friends
n

of the Indians to circumvent the result
of this decision, although it must be
remembered that if the Pueblo Indian
is to enjoy the privileges of citizenship, he should also bear its responsibilities.

how well he

Considering

has been and Is "being taken care of by
the National Government, which provides schooling, supplies, protection,
etc., the Pueblo Indian is certainly as
well able as the average native settler
to assume the responsibilities of citizenship at the same time that he is
given its privileges and protection.
The more individual responsibility is
given the peaceful Indian the sooner
the Indian question will disappear.

The

Courts.-

-

The administration of justice in New
Mexico has as a rule been fair and
swift It is claimed that there is less
crime and less disturbance of the pub

the

lic peace in New Mexico than in any
other commonwealth, either in the
East or in the West. The court dock
ets are well cleaned up and the dispos
ition of the judiciary is to administer
justice not only fairly but also quickly. The creation of Federal legislation
of "the sixth jurdicial district has al
ready proved very beneficial in facilitating the administration of justice
During the coming session of Congress
an effort will be made to secure legis
lation creating a seventh district, thus
giving New Mexico at least as many
judicial districts as OklaHoma now has,
of the area.
with less than one-hal- f
The Louisiana Purchase Exposition.
A very creditable exhibit has been
made by the Territory at the Louisiana
Purchase Exposition at St. Louis, its
building being one of the most attract
ive on the Plateau of States. New
Mexico exhibits received a proportionately large share of the awards made
and attracted much favorable attention and comment. In connection with
the Exposition the board of managers
issued two illustrated volumes, which
review at length the characteristics,
resources, industries, and other features of the Territory. In addition, the
Territorial Bureau of Immigration issued pamphlets descriptive of each
county and of the most important industries of this section.
Death of Solicitor General Bartlett.
The governor states that it is with
a sad heart he refers to the death of
Solicitor General of the Territory Edward L. Bartlett. During many years
of public life he maintained an integrity that was exemplary and did invaluable service for the public. His last
report is included in the report of the
governor for the present year, and the
governor calls attention to the recommendations therein contained as follows:
I would again call your attention,
and through you that of congress, to
the necessity for providing by a proper act the time within which acts of
the Territorial legislature should go
into effect. Under our present law,
unless otherwise provided In the act,
ail new acts take effect thirty days after their passage, but the custom of
the legislature for many years past has
been to provide "that this act shall
take effect and be in force from and
after its passage." This practice works
great hardship and injustice on our
people as well as upon the courts. The
last legislature passed 122 acts, all but
a few of which were to take effect immediately. The legislature adjourned
on the 19th day of March, and the laws
were not printed and ready for distribution until July. During that interval a term of court had been held in every county in the Territory, and neither judges, attorneys, nor litigants were
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informed of wliat laws had been repeal mines, smelters, and railroads of Aried or amended, or what new ones had zona and Mexico, and when this is
been enacted. I would renew my rec done there will be a considerable inCan be obtained at the
ommendation that Congress provide for crease in the demand for the coal mindistributing, its acts to the different ed in this section.
There were 1,888 men and 84 boys
Territorial officials as soon as they are
CERRILLOS and MONERO
published, as many of the acts directly employed at the mines duing the year,
affect the conduct of business in the as against 2,232 men and 109 boys emBITUMINOUS
ANTHRACITE
Territory, and at present even our ployed during the preceding year, a
decrease of 15.8 per cent in the number
judges are not supplied with them,
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
The National Guard.
of men, and of 22.9 per cent in the
We want to call your attention to the superior quality of our
The National Guard held its first en number of boys. The increased pro
LUMP COAL which is screened, free from dirt and bone.
campment in many years during the duction with a smaller number of empast summer; the camp was at Las Ve- ployes was due to the fact that in the
WOOD
,
and, considering the lack of preceding year many men were em
means and other limitations, was very ployed in development work in the
KINDLING
Cut any size desired
in mines; the production from such de
successful. The adjutant-generAll
orders will receive prompt and careful attention.
his report states:
velopment or "narrow" work, as it is
The improvement made by the men called, being small compared with the OFFICE: Garfield Avenue, Near A. T.
S. F, Depot .
'PHONE NO, 85
in the short period of encampment in production obtained by work in rooms,
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO
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&
drill and soldierly bearing was quite for which the development work premarked. The infractions of discipline pares the mine.
were few and of a minor character, and
There were comparatively few la
considering that it was the first time bor troubles during the year in the
the men had been brought under the year in the mines in of the Territory.
strict military discipline of camp life A strike was called in district No. 15,
their conduct was remarkably good. and the resulting suspension of opera
Not a single case of intoxication was tion at some of the mines in the north,
era part of the Territory lessened the
brought to my attention.
Cattle.
production some 75,000 tons. No lawThe secretary of the cattle sanitary lessness in connection with the strike,
beard, in reference to the inspection of however, and the mines were soon opthe board states:
erating with their usual force of men
SHORTEST AND QUICKEST
The inspection service of the board and with a normal output.
is in the most satisfactory shape. PerThe inspector reports that he has
sonally I have have been connected maintained a close and constant supwith the work of the board here and ervision of all coal mines in continu
elsewhere for 15 years and I can say ous operation within the Territory. The
unhesitatingly that I never knew a air entering and traveling through the
more careful, efficient body of inspect mines has been carefully measured
ors anywhere. During the past fiscal and followed to the several working
year the inspectors of the board in- - faces to see that it was properly dispected for shipment out of the Terri tributed and traveling with sufficient
tory 177,062 head of cattle, 12,561 head velocity and volume. Old gobs which
of horses and mules, and 28,497 hides. might give vent to noxious gases have
BETWEEN
During the same period 8,731 cattle been carefully examined, and, where
were inspected and admitted into the necessary, stoppings built to cut off
SANTA
connection with the portions of the
Territory.
ALAMOSA.
mine in active operation. Particular
Sheep.
The sheep sanitary board reports care and attention has been given to
Where connection is made with standard
that during the past fiscal year 822,832 try to obviate the dangers from
trains for all points east, and afguage
due to coal dust, and oppro-priat- e
sheep were driven out of the Territory,
while only 5,700 were brought in. The
fords
iswere
instructions
passengers the advantage of stop
frequently
sued to the mine officials.
president of the board states:
overs at Denver, Colorado Springs o
Some two years since we tried the
Sixty lamps in use at gaseous mines
Pueblo.
plan of placing in one or two districts were carefully examined, and all masalaried inspectors who would devote chinery, cars, cables, etc., regularly
their entire time and attention to inspected. Inquiry was made as to the
range inspections of sheep, and espec- habits of miners and other employes
ially to eradicating the disease of in and about the mines, and every care
scabies from the flocks of sheep in taken to see that they might not be
their districts. The board has found Injured by their own negligence or the
TOURIST
this plan highly successful, and in the carelessness of fellow employes. The STANDARD PULLMAN
districts where salaried inspectors report of the inspector contains a deDINING CARS
CHAIR CARS
have been employed for two years the tailed statement of all inspections
And is the popular route to all points in Colorado, : '
disease of scab has been practically made by him, and of the various sug
eradicated.
In some of the districts gestions and orders which he found it
not a single scabby sheep was offered necessary to make.
For illustrated advertising: matter and farther particulars apply to
for shipment. The board intends to
There were 101 accidents reported or address
employ a corps of from seven to ten to the inspector during the year. FifS. K. HOOPER, G. P. & T. A., Denver, Colo.
salaried range inspectors in addition teen fatal accidents occurred, the causto local inspectors.
B. W. ROBBINS, Traveling Passenger Agent, Santa Fe, N. M.
es of which the inspector gives as folCoal Mines.
lows :
Jo E. Sheridan, the mine inspector, By fall of rock
10
reports that the requirements of the Suffocated by smoke in mine fire.. 3
acts of Congress providing for the pro- Struck by flying coal from shot. ... 1
tection of the lives of miners have Went back to examine unexploded
H. QUICK EL
BKIf BOTH
been strictly enforced, and that the
1
shot
When Too Come to Albuquerque Don't Forget
jt
j$
have rendered
operators
principal
prompt assistance in carrying out the
15
Total
provisions of the law.
This is an average of one life lost for
The Inspector states that the coal every 109,202 tons of coal mined as
QUICKEL & BOTHE, Proprietors.
mining industry has been very pros- against one life for each 79,972 tones
perous during the past year, and the mined the preceding year.
demand during the year continued to
Cltxfa Room
The inspector again calls attention
Billiard Hall Attached.
exceed the supply, in spite of the in- to the necessity of adopting measures
s
M
creased production, and of the fact that to eliminate the probability of coal-dus- t
Avenue
Corner
Railroad
and Second Street
the railroads of the West and Southexplosions, which are now of such
west, which are among the largest con- frequent occurrence in all of the cenALBUQUERQUE
NEW MEXICO
sumers, have substituted oil from the tral, southern, and western
wells of California and Texas as fuel
states, as well as in the mines
upon 2,000 miles of railroad. Although in the Territory. He suggests that the
the inspector estimates that this sub- danger Is so great that the adoption of
stitution of oil for coal as fuel on the effective measures to counteract it. is
railroads, and also in California, less- well worthy the attention of the Fedened the demand for New Mexico coal eral Government.
He recommends
WE LEAD HI EVERYTHING.
about 480,000 tons per annum, he doe3 that a commission of experts in the
not consider that the prospects of the manufacture of explosives be appointand Holdings Moves ami
CHnaware, Glassware, .
coal industry of the Territory will be ed, for the
Goats Bolt ox
purpose of experimenting
Mao to Order
affected by the temporary falling off with a view to
a nameless
producing
in the demand which resulted from
explosive for use in coal mines some
such change. In the first place, the
explosive which would prove safe and
flow of oil 'n the wells of both the Calconvenient in use, and which would be
CI(ALES WAGNER
ifornia and Texas fields has diminish- manufactured at a reasonable cost.
ed to such an extent that the price per With the same end in view, he recom"Licensed
barrel has Increased from 100 to 200 mends that restrictions be placed upper cent, thu3 allowing successful com- on miners in regard to "shooting off
petition with cil by New Mexican coal. the solid," or shooting coal without
Then the rapid settlement of Arizona,
any preparatory coal cuttnig or underFrancisco Street.
New Mexico, and the surrounding counTelephone 10.
mining, whereby the force of the ex
Telephone Me. i.
NlgM
try, and the development of the re- plosion is projected in the direction of
sources of this section, will furnish a
the mouth of the drill hole, thus frepermanent and constantly growing quently producing a blown-ou- t
shot, to
market for this coal. The inspector which cause a majority of the dust ex
also believes that the construction of
can be attributed.
the Panama Canal will furnish a large plosions
The inspector again directs atten
and profitable market for the output tion to the
desirability of having made
257 San Francisco Street.
of these mines, as the large number of a
geological survey of the Territory
vessels which will doubtless use the for the Dumose of identifying more
harbors of California in connection
areas, and
the
with this traffic will find their nearest accurately
states that such survey would also be
available coal supply at these mines. of great
to the operators in me
The net production of coal during talliferousutility
mining.
the year was 1,594,584 tons, thus show
He also renews his recommendation
ing an increase of 267,781 tons, or 20.- - that section 10 of the act of "March 3,
18 per cent, over the production of the
that a metal
1891, which provides
preceding year. The estimated value speaking tube shall be provided in all
at the mines of the net product during shafts or
slopes, be so amended as to
the year was $2,185,779.47, an increase
the
operators at their option to Csnkets, Baskets, Pottery, Rag, Wax, Feather and
over the preceding year of $390,571.47. permit
telephonic communication inprovide
Drawn Work, Opals, Turquoises, Garnets
Three new mines were opened dur- stead. In this way, he states, the real
ing the year, and several new prospect purpose of the section will be carried
and Other Gems,
shafts were opened which only need out with more certainty than at pres
AT
TV
development to become good' products. ent.
No mines were abandoned.
hane the best cf every t oir in. the ftna.
will
be
In the inspectors report
The inspector estimates the area of found a general description of the New
the New Mexican coal fields at 1,493,-48- 0 Mexican coal fields, together with a
acres, and the total available ton- detailed description of the various actnage at 8,813,840,000. The thickness of ive mines in the Territory, with a
the coal seams runs from 40 inches to statement of the methods of working o
soMAOKirr
six feet
the same, the power used, the ventila. The coal fields of the Territory are tion, etc. An analysis of the coal proattracting more attention that ever be- duced at various mines in the Terrifore, and plans are being made for the tory is also published in the report, as
ALL TODS OP MINERAL WATERS
'nvestment of considerable capital in well as other interesting data relative
jt Jt Jt MAIL ORDERS PROMPTLY HLLD
Tee Tease Smpsuei Preei Oat kettle to a Cerises.
their development , A., company
to the mining of coal in New Mexico.
been Incorporated for the purpose of
Fe, N. M. Phone No.
Gcndaltrpe Street,
Call on tne New Mexican Printing
building a railroad to connect the coal
fields of San Juan County with the Company for engraved visiting cards.
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SCENIC LINE OF THE WORLD.

Line from Santa Fe to Denver, Colorado Springs,
Pueblo, Cripple Creek, Canon City, Salida,
Leadville Glenwood springs, Grand
unction, Duranqo, Silverton,
Telluride, Colorado, and

all points west.

NEW
TRAIN
SERVICE

The Denver

FEand

Colo.,

Rio Grande R. R. Co.,

&

Carry on their standard gauge trains,
and
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OUR ELGIN
SHIRTS $1.25

Regiment U. S. Volunteer Cavalry,
"The Rough Riders," and was with the
squadron in Cuba, which took part in
the fight at Las Quasimas and San
Juan Hill. Mr. McFie with the Moros
under his charge left St. Louis for,
on Monday of
Seattle, Washington,
this week, and will sail from that
point for Manila next week.
J., M. Sandoval, assessor of Berna
lillo County, transacted official busi
ness in the city today.
Miss Ella P. Dennis, assistant matron
at the U. S. Indian Industrial School
here, returned last evening from Har
per. Kansas, where she was on the sad
mission of attending the bedside of her
mother whose death occurred a few
days ago and at whose funeral she was
present.
The Capital City Club gave one of its
dances at
enjoyable
Elks' Hall Tuesday evening. Morri
son' orchestra furnished the music
and all spent a pleasant evening.
Those present were: Messrs. and Mes- dames George A. Fleming, Oscar C.
Watson, James J. Goutchey, James L.
Seligman, S. G. Cartwright, R. C. Garrett, B. W. Robblns, W. H. Bartlett, S,
Spitz, N. L. King, Amado Chaves, W.
A. Bell, Charles L. Bishop, H. O. Bur- sum, A. C. Ireland, Dr. and Mrs. David
Knapp, Dr. and Mrs. J. M. Diaz, Dr,
and Mrs. C. N. Lord ; Mesdames C. W.
Dudrow and E. A. Fiske; John N. Zook,
Carl Bishop, A. L. Morrison, Jr., Frank
Crandall.

Here's a collection of $1.25 Shirts that every
man interested in smart, good looking shirts,
at a moderate price, will want to see.
The patterns are of such choice and carefully selected designs that particular men will
admire them.
The shirts are remarkable, because they can be compared favorably
with those costing a DolIarand-a-Hal- f
elsewhere.

See Om Line of Swell
Top Coats!
Our Top Coats have the right of way

semi-monthl- y

at this season with

swell dressers.
Every well dressed man must have a Fall Top Coat.
We are showing the swellest Top Coats made, not so
short as to look freakish, just short enough to look real
swell.

They're made in fancy Scotch fabrics, blacks, and in new shades of covert cloths.
Artistic shoulders, full of style swing that stamps a cleverly tailored garment.

......
DOLLAR PER HAT
Silk Lined Coats
Serge Lined Coats

ONE

$18.50 to $22.50.
$26.50 to $30.00.

"JABBER CLUB"

EVERY HAT IS RIGHT
We don't sell Hats that'll disappoint you. If you buy your Hats here, you
will save Hat troubles and save hat money,

Wholesale and Retail

&
Dealers

SOCIAL AND PERSONAL
M. T. Moriarty, of the town that
bears his name, was a visitor in the
Capital City over night.
Hon. T. B. Catron returned during
the week from a trip on legal and
financial business to Kansas City.
Miss Nina Otero and brother, Manuel
B. Otero, returned yesterday from a
weeks's visit with Albuquerque rela
tives and friends.
Frank Dibert, assistant secretary and
treasurer of the Santa Fe Central Rail
way, left this morning for points along
that line to pay off the employes of the

company.
Dr. and Mrs. W. S. Harroun returned
to Santa Fe during the week from an
extended visit to Porterfleld, California, where they were the guests of
their son, Philip E. Harroun.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward M. Otero, of
Albuquerque, arrived in the city yesterday and are guests at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. A. M. Bergere, Mr. Otero
being a son of Mrs. Bergere.
and Mrs. L. Bradford
Prince are at their former home at
Flushinp Long Island, for a visit.
They are spending much of their time

Mbousleman

in Dry Goods, Clothing and Notions.

in New York City, and will likely
spend the holidays in Detroit, They
are expected to return about the new
year.
J. G. Schumann, of the Fischer Drug
Company, and wife, who have been ab
sent for the past two months, on a vis
it to relatives and the fair at St. Louis, have left for home and will arrive
here Monday.
Miss Helen Baum, who has been in
the city for the past month, the guest
of her sister, Mrs. J. W. Raynolds, left
yesterday morning via the Santa Fe
Central and the Rock Island for her
home in Omaha.
Dr. and Mrs. J. W. Holland, of West
field, Massachusetts, arrived in the
city last evening from the west and
are registered at the Palace. After a
few days in Santa Fe, they will proceed east to their home.
Mrs. J. W. Raynolds entertained at
a luncheon Thursday afternoon in honor of her sister, Miss Helen Baum, of
Omaha, who has been her guest for
the past month, and who left for her
home yesterday morning.
T. J. Mulhern, of Fort Smith, Ar
kansas, is an arrival in the Capital
City. Mr. Mulhern has been engaged
to lay the steel for the new Albuquer
que Eastern, which will begin as soon

3

San Francisco

Street.
Santa Fe ::

N. M.

"THE CLUB."
resort for gentlemen. The
best goods money can buy purity
guaranteed by your "Uncle Sam." Fine
Cigars and Tobacco.

San Francisco St.

The following Is from the Highland
Herald
and is incident
(Illinois
to the visit of Mrs. H. S. Kaune of thi3
city to her old home:
"An echo of the past was a reunion
of the "Jabber Club" at the home of
Mrs. J. J. Spihdler Monday afternoon,
held in honor of Mrs. Henry Kaune, of
Santa Fe, New Mexico, one of the original members. The "Jabber Club,"
Highland's first young ladies' organiza
tion, wa3 started in January, 1882, with
ten members.
Although nearly 23
have
elapsed every one of the
years
original ten is living, and eight of the
number were present at the reunion.
Mr3. Grant, of St. Louis, and Mrs.
Julia Knoebel, of Denver, were unable
to attend. Seven of the eight present
still make Highland their home.
"The above constitutes a remarkable
record, one well worthy of celebration.
The reunion was a happy one, and it is
needless to say that reminiscences
were a feature of the afternoon. One
of the ladies present candidly admit
ted that during the intervening years
the members had lost nothing in the
are suggested in the name of the organization.
"The club was composed of Mrs. Eliz
Mrs. Hannah
abeth Bandelier-Kaune- ,
Henninsrer-SchiettingeMrs. Alice
Mrs. Julia Zimmer

as Manager W. S. Hopewell returns
from the east.
Governor Otero expects to leave for
Washington during the early part of
the coming week to attend to official
business and work against the passage
of the Hamilton joint statehood bill
which is now pending in the United
States senate.
Dr. Thomas J. McBlain, who came to
this city last week from Niagara Falls;
New York, and was licensed to prao
tice medicine in the Territory by the
board of health at its session recently,
left last evening for San Marcial, with
a view to locating there.
Major W. H. H. Llewellyn, of Las
Cruces, is in Washington, looking after
his political fences. It is pretty well
Mrs. Carrie Leutweiler-Appelunderstood that Major Llewellyn will
Mrs.
Mrs. Dora Keith-Hubbe- l,
succeed W. B. Childers, of Albuquer
Mrs.
Schiettinger-Hermann- ,
Paulina
que, as United States District attorney Ida Becker-GranWicken-hauseAlvina
Miss
on expiration of office of Mr. Childers.
and Miss Bertha Kinne."
Cliarles E. Ross, who has been act
ing a3 the official stenographer and
Clmrcb Annaaiicaiaeiits.
translator of the Republican Central
Third Sunday of Advent,
Cathedral.
Committee, for the past three months
11, 1904. First mass at 7:00
left' last evening for Mexico City and December
o'clock a. m. Second mass at 9:30 a.
other points in Mexico, where he will m., Right Rev. Bishop J. ii. Pitaval will
spend the holiday season and transact preach in English. Third mass at 10:30,
sermon in Spanish. At 4:00 o'clock p.
legal and mining business.
Mrs. J. V. Conway entertained a m. vespers and benediction.
Church of th Holv Faith (Episcopal)
small party of friends at her home on
Palac Av., Eev. W. R. Dvo in charge:
College Street, Saturday
evening. 3d Sunday in Advent Sunday School
The time was pleasantly sDent in at 9:J5 a. in. Morning prayer with serplaying various games. Those pres mon at 11:00 o'clock. Evening prayer
ent were Misses Gold, Myrtle Hampel, at 4:30 p. m. Public cordially invited.
Edith Hampel, and A. F. Lesley, James
Presbyterian Church. Rev. George R
B. Read,
Americo Digneo, Eugene Saviar, pastor sucaay scnooi at :45
Preaching, 11 a. m Subject: Theme
Hampel and Oswald Dirneo.
Junior Endeavor, 3:30 p
'Weaving.
C. H. Young, superintendent of the m.
Evening, x. f. s. v. a at 0:45.
Wells Fargo Express Company for Col- Preaching, at 7:45. Subject; "God for
orado and New Mexico, with headquar- Us." All art welcome.
ters in Denver, spent yesterday in
St. John's M. E. Church, Don Gaspar
town on one of his regular inspection av. Kev. J. Li. snivel y pastor Sun
9:00 a. m ; Morning service
visits. Mr. Young is well known and
a. m., subject ot sermon, 'Sons
popular in New Mexico, having been of God." Junior Leagu", 2:30 p. m
stationed for some years at Albuquer- Evening sprvice, 7:30 p. m., subject of
que, and i3 considered a very efficient sermon, "Profession and Practice." A
cordial welcome to these sen Ices.
official.
r,
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Received New AssortpM

holidayTseason
ISS A.

UGLER

Milliner
Lamy Corner, Southeast of Plaza.

Telephone 26.

Kaune & Cq
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BOOTH'S BALTIMORE OYSTERS
II

AND

FANCY DRESSED POULTRY
Every Wednesday and Friday
Now have a full line of

FARINACEOUS GOODS
Another carload of.

SAN LUIS VALLEY POTATOES
1

FRESH CELERY EVERY MORNING

SELLING OUT AT COST
Nits. John Kouty is closing out
he entire stock of
DRY

GOODSAP
GENT S FURNISHINGS

new line of underwearand shoes
which has been on the road has just
arrived and will be offered at cost.
Come early and get the best pick
as they will go fast. The Stock is
large and you cannot fail to find
what you need.
LADIES' WINTER HATS
A

Catron. Eloclc

Santa, Te

THE OLD CURIO STORE

IbT.

3. 8. CANDELARIO
301

San Francisco St.

99

Wholesale and Retail Dealer In
During the visit of President Roose
velt to the Louisiana Purchase Exposition in St. Louis, just before its close,
the President was a visitor at the
The one means of raising
Village of Moros on the Philippine
I
reservation. Manager Lewis introduc the grade of trade is good
Our stock is the largest in the city and we are
ed his assistant manager, Ralph E. Mc- Schilling's Best
Fie, son of Judge John R. McFie, and goods
adding goods every day.
formerly of thia city, to the President
We Guarantee satisfaction or refund yuur money.
baking.powdv
pica
who warmly grasped the latter's
coffee
After you have visited other stores and obtained
loda
fUroring extract!
hand, shook it vigorously and said:
, prices, call on us and get our
"Why, how do you do, I am mighty
Your grocer's ; moneyback.
to
see
comrade.
glad
you,
Mighty
glad to meet you. I have never forWe are here to stay. We are not closing out
gotten the days we were together and
but increasing: it every day. This is the
stock,
fine
For
teleliquors,
etc.,
I am pleased as well as surprised to
cigars,
oldest established native curio store' in Santa Fe.
find you at this unexpected time and phone No. 6.
P. 0. BOX 346 We like the business and you will always find us at
place." The President showed great
the OlVD STAND ready to please you.
500 Men Wanted
To get outside of
cordiality and pleasure in the meetMr.
The lest place to buy Indian and Mexican Blanket, Pottery and Curios, ala
ing, evidently remembering
McFie,. Bome of those delicious oysters at the
who was a corporal in Troup E, First Bon Ton.
Relict from the Cliff Dwellings. Beauti ul Mexican Drawn Work, Bo a 34

cfotig

maAet
pttocuae

IDRELAPJ3D9S
-

on Hand.

3C

Indian and Mexican Curios

M

store

for Fancy Work Always

We are now receiving

Sa-m-

The 17.

Also Materials and Designs

r

1

Fancy China, Pocket Knives,
Table Knives, Carving Knives, Razors, Strops,
Skates, Tool Chests and Chafing Dishes.

FINE MILLINERY

3

day-schoo- l,

Bissel Carpet Sweepers,

HEADQUARTERS irOR

GROCERS

H. S. Kaune, of Santa Fe, the
Guest of Honor at a Unique
Reception.

Mrs.

There is that much saving, at least, in buying your Hats here. Besides that,
wa are not confined to any one style, We have all the fashionable shapes, We
don't make Hats, but we sell the best that we can get.
We have Hats at $ i 25 $2.50 $350 and $500 that would please any man.
all the new Fall and Winter blocJts are here and

almon

REUNION OF

LIBERAL OFFER.
In order to encourage outside business in the way of mail orders, we offer to prepay all express charges on
goods ordered from us during this
month. We carry the largest an best
assorted stock of men's and boys'
clothing, hats, shoes and furnishing
Our prices
goods in the southwest.
are no higher than those asked by
eastern houses and we would like to
have a trial order frpm you for anything you may need in our line.
SIMON STERN,
The R. R. Avenue Clothier, Albuquerque, N. M.
A

and! you

it at

-

want it you can

PHARMACY

V

Santa Fe New Mexican, Saturday, December tO, 1904.
some sheep shipments there. He recently accompanied a shipment of several thousand sheep from that town to
his home.
Trainmen on the Santa Fe Central
report that snow to a depth of Gfteen
Inches covers the Estancia plain!). It is
much deeper in the mountains and will
be a fine thing for vegetation of all kinds
Seligman Brothers Company in its
change of ad today, announces that this
store is headquarters in. Santa Fe for
Santa Claus. Toys galore for the little
ones can be purchased at this establish
ment.
Christmas perfumes of all the favorite
odors in attractive packages for the
holiday trade can be had by calling at
the Fischer Drug Company's store. See
advertisement on page eight of this
issue.
S. Spitz, the Plaza jeweler, has a full
line of Christmas goods on display, in
cluding cut glass, diamonds, watches,
ll
sterling silver novelties and statuary.
In buying your Christmas gifts don't fail
to visit this store.
i'eopie who have rooms for rent are
requested to leave their Dames at Rej
publican headquarters in the Old Palace
so that legislators may make arrange
,
ments for quarters In the city before
the legislature opens.
Navajo Blankets, filigree bracelet?,
large stock of drawn work just received
at Gold's Old Curiosity Shop. Here will
be found everything in the Chrlsimas
goods line that make suitable presents
Call at the store befoRe buying.
Tomorrow, at Albuquerqne, a football
game between elevens from El Paso and
the Duke City will contest for the suand the gate
premacy of the grid-iro- n
receipts. A number of enthusiasts of
'he game in this city will attend.
Word was received here today of the
death of Mrs. Margarita Martinez de
Easton, at her home in Abiqulu, at the
She was the widow
age of 80 years.
of the late Henry VV. Easton and leaves
a son, Stephen Easton. of Abiquiu, and
also one daughter and two sons bv a
former marriage, who reside in Rio Ar
riba County,
The nineteenth annual session of the
New Mexico Educational Association
will be held the last week in this month
at Silver City. An attractive program
has been arranged for the meeting. A
large attendance Is expectad and sev
eral of the teachers in the schools of
this city will attend.
was
in
deceased
t
wholesale
the
it
drug J. A. Wood will read a Superintendent
paper.
business and a former mayor of La
weather
Fair
and Sundayi
tonight
Crosse.
MINOR CITY TOPICS
with stationary temperature is the
Lost, a lady's gold watch, hunting forecabt issued by the weather bureau
8
iC it
case, with pearl chain attached. FindFor , Sale Cheanr Second hand boiler. er please leave at New Mexican office today. Yesterday the thermometer registered as follows: Maximum temper?
apply at the New Mexican Printing and receive reward..
ature at 2:50 p. m. 37 degrees; minimum
Office.
The boys of Company F, First Regl
The train from the south and west on mcnt New Mexico National Guard will temperature at 5:30 a. m. 23 degrees;
the Santa Fe was reported two hours give a masquerade dance at the Palace mean temperature for the 24 hours 30
degrees; relative humidity 76" per cent
late today.
Hotel on the night of January 2d.
The
at 0 a. m. today was
California
Ciders
Sparkling
Champagne
Persons desiring to attend the Elk's 21 temperature
degrees.
bottled, is handled by Henry Krick. Ball at the Palace Hotel on the 15th
Will Cundiff, of Albuqurquo, who is
Telephone 38.
instant, should secure their tickets as
VV. H. Uoebel today announces
a line soon as possible, as the number is quite well known among the younger
set of Santa Fe, is making a record for
of Christmas gooes that he has on sale limited.
He is one of
himself In Kansas City.
at bargain prices. Read his advertiseThe sidewalk on the west side of the
on
Kansas
the
the
cartoonists
City Star
ment.
capitol grounds is nearly completed and and Times and his
are prodrawings
suitfor
If you are looking
something
will add to the comfort and cleanliness
able for a Christmas present, read the of that portion of the city as well as nounced among the best furnished those
papers. The young man was born and
W. A. McKenzio advertisement in to- filling a
long felt want.
raised in the Duke Citv, where his parissue.
day's
The Santa Fe has announced a rate
The local merchants are installing of one fare plus 50 cents fur the holiday ents now reside, and his friends will be
of his advancement in
very artistic window displays in their season with no distance limit. Hereto pleased to hear
He is but 17
various establishments, incident to ihe fore these rates have applied to points his chosen profession.
of
years
age.
holiday trade.
within 200 mlle of each other.
The Ladies of the Cathedral Guild wil'
Ne
Wood
S.
of
Mrs. A. C. Ireland received a message
Eaton,
River,
Harry
hold thefr annual sale and supper on
yesterday from La Crosse, Wiscons'n, braska, arrived in the city yesterday
Tuesday, December 13th, In the Old
stating tbet her brother, James McCo d, ever the Denver & Rio Grande and left Palace. The sale will begin at 2:30
had died on the eighth instant. The this morning for Edancla to look after
o'clock in the afternoon, and supper
Those
will be served at 5:30 o'clock.
wishing to secure Christmas presents
should not fail to visit the fancy work
table. Delicious home made candy will
be served at one of the booths and a
fish pond will furnish amusement for
the children. Chocolate and cake will
be served during the afternoon, A good
meal, including some Mexican dishes,
will be served for 35 cents.
Felipe B. Delgado a well known mer
chant of this city has presented the
New Mexican office with an onion
which was raised on a farm at Pojoaque
In the northern part of this county and
all
which weighed when cut three pounds
and four ounces. It has shrunken a
down
coming
little since then ' and now weighs three
a
do pounds only. In flavor and quality it is
of the best and Is certainly a very handwill
some product.
In the same patch sevybu
eral onions of the same dimensions were
raised and three of them weighing ten
bronpounds were sent to the New Mexico
agricultural exhibit at the St.. Louis
World's Fair, but unfortunately reached
pneumonia,
;
too late to be classified by the
there
!
let
cold
Break
Do
Drive
udges of the exhibit else they would
Ask
have.certainly taken the first premium
medicine
for the best aud
onions raised In
he says
take it the United States.largest

What

Holds Fite 36 Honrs

WILSOIST HEATERS!
Does it with ordinary soft coal or hard coal. This stove is the ideal heater, becasae
the fire is never out, the rooms are heated evenly, and, best of all, it uses less coal i&a
other stoves. In fact, we warrantee it to save one-thir- d
in fuel over any lower draft
stove same size. WILSON HEATER will born briskly in the morning, with coal pu
in evening before, simply open draft.

does

DON'T PUT UP WITH YOUR OLD STOVE ANOTHER YEAR

the

It's false economy. WILSON HEATER saves its cost in fuel every year and girts
most satisfactory heat. It is cleanly and sold tinder positive guarantee.
If you enjoy the luxury of dressing in warm rooms without the necessity of kindling
new fires, try the WXLS02ST HZELA-TIEJIR- !

vnrms

Breakfast-Be-

mean in
yovt

household

sss

are being received

all Departments and 'are being
offered at prices that will move them.

Bargains in Wagons to close
out present stock

Before making your purchases, look us over

PRICE'S

Gnus aud Ammunition Best Made.

Baking Powder?

ot unwholesome food made with an
alum baking powder?
is worth your white to inquire.

Incorporated 1903.

Established 1856.

SELIGMAN EROS,
COMPANY
For half a centary the leading Dry Goods House of the City.

TOYS
:

MAKES YOU

w7

)

Headquarters for Santa Claus

Hade by the 3. O. JLyer Co., Xiowall, IUm
Also manufacturer, of
ITER'S PILLS For constipation.
ATER'8 HAIR VIGOR --For the htlr.
ATE&'S AGOB CORE For maUiia
For the. blood.
ATSK'S BABSAPAKILLA

Evtwyth kg

mi

Joe.

Cut rates for wines, liquors and ci
gars at St. Elmo Club.
All legal blanks

at the New Mexican.

:

l

REALM OF SANTA CLAUS,

C

CHRISTMAS, J904.

GREETING:
I herewith
of

Santa Fe and Santa

SELIGMAN

Fe

to the good people
that I have appointed

announce

County

BROS.

COMPANY

my official agent for the Holiday Season of J 904.
Knowing this firm to have the reputation of honest dealings,
quick and certain delivery, and having the confidence of the public
I make this extraordinary appointment.

SANTA CLAUS

We

earnestly invite every one to call and be
TUT

A TREE

vJjvJLvl

iLUE5

ALL
OYER

Ache
over? Feverish?
Chilly? Just
with hard cold? Where
settle?
suppose it
In the throat? That means hoarseness, sore
throat, tonsillitis. In the chest? Then
chitis,
consumption.
settle.
it up
not your
for
it out!
your doctor the best
this. If
Ayer's Cherry Pectoral,
at once. If he has anything better, take that.

TOYS

ARTICLES OF EVERY DESCRIPT.0N

;

Jjf
LT

in

r-

Light, wholesome Biscuit
made with

Dir.

New goods

convinced

that the above
has

appointment
worthi,y

best0wcd

been
afld a

special invitation is hereby
extended to the dear little
ones

to

come

early and

stay late.

Wholesale
and

Retail
Dry

Goo
News for

Christmas Choppers

Goods
P. O. Box 219.

'Phone 36.

isiallv camel m ffastalass and up to Me drag
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NEW MEXICO AGRICULTURE AND POMOLOGY

rBTCORPOB. ATED I

H. B. Cartwright & Bro

WHOLESALE 6R0CERS
Stationery,
Grain, Floor and Potatoes
Patent Medicines and Grocers' Sundries.
PROMPT ATTENTION GIVKN MAIL ORDEK8.

FE. N. M.

SANTA

Jbose Awful Headache
Are sure indications of some form of stomach
trouble, biliousness or a bad liver. Malaria will
next overtake you. Don't risk it, and above all,
don'ttake calomel or q'linine both are dangerous

has all their virtues none of their
deadly effects. HERBINE taken
put
regularly will forestall headaches,
the digestive organs in perfect condition, head off biliousness, headaches,
liver ills, keep you in good health.
TR7 IT
All Druggists.
SOo a. Bottle.
TO-DA- Y.

i :

For Sale by FISCHER

DRUG CO.,

r

Santa

Ask the Ticket Agent
To route your ticket via the Burlington
NEW iHORT LINE between Kansas City

and St, Louis.

EXSTBOUND SCHEDULE.
.

NO. 18

tin

Mfcrics
Ax St. Louis

'.

am
pm
6.21 pm

8 oo am
1224 pm
4.50pm

Ik. Sansas City
.

NO. 28

NO. 24
DAILY.

NO. 22

DILV.

DULY.

10 20
2 55

DAILY.

11.00pm
340 am

g.iopm
217 am
6.59am

7.44

am

WESTBOUND SCHEDULE.

Im

Louis..-

Sfc

Sfesco
Ksraas City

L--a
Mgr.

DAILY.

DAILY.

DAILY.

DAILY.

906 am

2 01

g.iopm

uozpm

pm
5.23pm
9 45 pm

102pm

6.00 pm

1,32am
6.50 am

2.55

am

7 45

m

(ilad to have you write me,
aHB"'"MMHBiaBaiHMa"

I

Ticket Office, 1039 17th St.

Ban

General

J F. VALLERY,

Aent.

w.

DENVER

n

CHARLES W. DUDROW.

'

LUMBER SASH - DOORS
Material.
of
All Kinds

SO80A1D

Building

STOVE WOOD EXTRA DRY AND CUT TO FIT YOUR STOVE

2

CERKILLOS AND HAGAN COAL
Delivered to any part of the City.
TRANSFER AND STORAGE
We Haul Everything

fmt

35Sant9

that

Is Movable.

Branch Office and Yards Cerrillos, N.

Fe

ROSWKLL,
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NHW MEXICO MILITARY INSTITUTE

$

NEW MEXICO.

?HE MILITARY SCHOOL OF NEW MEXICO
Established and Supported by the Territory.
SLS'.tEN INSTRUCTORS, all graduates of Standard Kastorn

Col-Jog-

and equipments modem and
all conveniences.
baths, watr-workTUITION, BOARD and I,ATJNDRY, 8200 per session. Session is
terms of thirteen weeks each.
tfcr
well- IXQSWEIVL is a noted health resort, 3,700 feet abeve
New buildings, all furnishings

teain-heatti-

d,

com-ySat-

e;

s,

d,

sea-leve- l;

W. M. Reed, R. S. Hamilton,

BEX5ENTS Nathan Jaffa,
and X. A. Cahoon
For particulars address
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LANDS DNDSR IRRIGATION

SISTED.

farming land with perpetual water rights are now being offoroi
of forty acrea and op ward a. Prleo of land with
water Mgbn from $17 to $25 per aero, according to location. Pay-m-au
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Head About to Burst From Severe Bilious Attack.
"I had a severe bilious attack and
felt like my head was about to burst
when I got hold of a free sample of
Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver Tablets. I took a dose of them after supper and the next day felt like a new
man and have been feeling happy ever
Sketches by an Old Agriculturist.
since," says Mr. J. W. Smith of Juliff,
Texas. For biliousness, stomach trouthese Tablets
In a former article I mentioned that of a similar nature, and had to pack ev- bles and constipation 25 cents. For
Price
no
have
equal.
at the time of the arrival of the Span- ery shovelfull of earth on their backs,
ineff- sale by all druggists.
iards, the Pueblos of the southwest with entirely inadequate and
were the only. Indians that carried on icient tools and instruments to dig up
arrived
agriculture in a regular and somewhat the soil. Until the Spaniards
toilers of the soil had nevnative
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Attorney
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upon the corn and vegetable products those days
humus full of the nitrates and other
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RICHARD H. HANNA,
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occasional
Las Cruces, New Mexico,
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years of famine are recorded, among District attorney for Dona Ana, Otero
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Land and mining business a specialty
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what some
from which they were unquestionably
are doing at the present day.
28. C. ABBOTT,
The latter I may observe,
At this time the settlements and vil- descended.
Attorney-at-Law- .
is the same animal known as the prailages of these Pueblo Indians are still rie wolf in the states.
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found dotting many parts of New
Courts. Prompt and careful at
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With the exception of the
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World,
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have begun to decrease long before
found in the more elevated Juan. Santa Fe,
the arrival of the white race and seem habitat is
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EDWARD C. WADH,
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rarity among mals of all sorts and all kinds, horses
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Attorney-at-Laas burros are used, but the former anearly part of the Fourteenth century imal, especially in high altitudes, is tratieea in the Supreme and District
they migrated in a southerly direction considered superior to the ass in some Court. Mining and Land Law a apeda
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respects, especially in endurance. Both ty. Rooms 8 and 8, Sena Building, rav
Montezuma, who sailed or flew at their Llama and Vicuna are esteemed for ace Avenue, Santa Fe, N. M.
front mounted upon an eagle. In pur- their meat, which, says Augustin de
suance of an oracle rendered by his
an old Spanish writer, "is equmedicine men or sooth sayers, he se- Zerate,
OSTEOPATHY
as good as that of the fat sheep of
ally
lected as the site of his capital the spot Castile."
where a cactus stood, on which the
DR. CHARLES A. WHEELON,
The Alpaca is smaller than the
Osteopath.
eagle alighted to devour a snake, it Llama, but resembles it in appearance.
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DR. C. N. LORD,
extinct.
Europe have been made at different Office, Kahn Block, over Spitz Jewelr
Montezuma is stated by contempor- times, but the cool and humid summer
Store. South Side of Plaza.
aneous Spanish chroniclers to have climate that prevails in the Alps and
died in 1520, whereby it is shown that the other higher chains of mountains
& Surveyors
he attained a good, ripe old age. His of that continent, (and which the writ- Civil Engineers
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name will endure
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er knows from personal experience),
JAY TURLEY,
man race lasts, as that of the first and is not suited to animals native to the
Civil Engineer and Surveyor,
long distance aerial dry Andes and Cordilleras, which fact
only successful
Irrigation Wcrk a Specialty.
navigator.
U. S. Deputy Mineral Surveyor.
sufficiently explains the failures. Both
Whether the claim that the founders Llama and Alpaca are mountain aniSanta Fe, N. M.
of the present Republic of Mexico were mals, thriving best in the higher altioriginally a branch or tribe of the Pu- tudes and cannot endure the lower valG. A. COLLINS,
eblo family of Indians is founded leys or the plains.
Civil and Irrigation Engineer,
on an actual fact or not it is quite
I believe that the climatic conditions
Surveying and Mapping.
certain that their kindred, as they are that prevail in the higher Sierras of
Estimates Furnished.
believed to be, remained and still con- our southwest are admirably suited to 112 San Francisco St., Santa Fe, N. M
tinue to abide in the region inhabited the requirements of both animals and
by their ancestors long before the date that they can be acclimated and raised
popularly attributed to the Old World's with profit in New Mexico. The subStenography & Typewriting
deluge. The fact that the Scriptural ject is an interesting one and deserves
writers seem to have been totally ig- further investigation. Perhaps conMISS M. IONE BARR,
norant of the existence of such a con- gress might, if this matter is brought
Stenography and Typewriting.
tinent as America and the further fact before it, extend some aid as it did in Office with R. H. Hanna, Attorney,
that the faunta of the New World Is the importation of the Reindeer in
'Phone 66 Griffin Block.
J- - F. W.
composed of animals that nearly all Alaska.
differ from those of the Old World,
ARCHITECTS
When you want a pleasant purgative
leads to the conclusion that Noah never could have taken them into his ark try Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver
and that the flood mentioned in the Tablets. They are easy to take and
HOLT & HOLT.
Scriptures was confined solely to Eu- produce no nausea, griping or other
Architects and Civil Engineers.
rope, Asia and Africa, and never reach- disagreeable effect. For sale by all
Maps and surveys made, buildings
ed America at all. The writer, not be- druggists.
and construction work of all kinds
Office,
ing a theologist, is not competent to
planned and superintended.
decide these mighty theorems and
If you wish to make quick sales you Montoya Building, Plaza, Las Vegas
.
leaves them for the reader to judge of. increase your Business.
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The New Mexican can do printing
equal to that done in any of the large
cities. Our solicitor:" Every piece of
work we turn out. Try our work once
and you will certainly come again. We
have all the facilities for turning out
every class of work, including one of
the best binderies in the west.
SOCIETIES.
Masonic.
MONTEZUMA LODGK
No. 1, A., F. and A. M.
Regular communication first Monday tr
each month at Masonic
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
S. SPITZ, W. M.
F. P. CRICHTON, Secretary.
SANTA FE CHAPTHH,
No. 1, R. A. M. Regula
convocation second Moa-da-

y

in each month at Masonic Hall at 7:30 p. m.
W. E. GRIFFIN, H.
ARTHUR SDLIGMAN, Secretary.
SANTA FH COMMANDMR1
e
No. 1, K. T. Regular
fourth Monday In each
month at Masonic Hall af
W. R. PRICE, E. C.
7:30 p. m.
W. B. GRIFFIN, Recorder.
eoa-ttav-

K.

OF

t.

8ANTA FE LODGE NO. 2, KNIGHTS
of PYTHIAS Regular meeting every Tuesday evening at 8 o'clock
Castle Hall, corner of Don Gaspar
Avonue and Water Street Visiting
Knights given a cordial welcome.
JOHN L. ZIMMERMANN, C. C.
JOHN K. 8TAUFFER, K R. 8.
R. H. BOWLER, Master of Finance.
I. O. O. F.

SANTA FE LODGE NO. 2, I. O. O. V.
Meets every Friday evening in Oui
Fellows Hall, San Francisco street
Visiting brothers welcome.
GEO. W. KNAEBEL, N. ft.
A. P. HOGLB, Secretary.
E; P. O. ELKS.
SANTA FE LODGE No. 460, B. P. O.M.
Holds its regular session on the
af
second and fourth Wednesdays
each mo. th. Visiting brothers ara !
vlted and welcome.
A. L. MORRISON, oR., E. R.
A. J. FISCHER, Secretary.
IMPROVED ORDER RED MEN.
O. R.

Santa Fe Tribe No. 5 I.
meets every Thursday eve
Fellows hall at 8 o'clock.
chiefs cordially invited.
'

ML

at Odi
Visiting
,

Sachem.
A. P. HOGLE, Chief of Records.
C. L. BISHOP,

SANTA FE LODGE .NO. .259,
UNJON OF AMERICA
Regular meetings flrr and third
Mondays in each month at 8 o'clock
p. m., Knights
Pythias Hall, Don
Visiting fraters
Gaspar Avenue.
J. S. CANDELARIO,
welcome.
Fraternal Master.
P. J. MARTIN,
H. 8. LUTZ,
Secretary,

L

Treasurer.

All legal blanks

Santa Fe

at the New Mexican.

Filipe

anil

Jewelry Mannfackrini Co.

Golili Silver Filigree
N. Mondragon, Mgr.

GLaughllo Building, Dan Gasoar Avenae.

1

Alien's

(mutual building

Lung

jown Your Own Home

iB

Be your own landlord. Pay your
rent Into the Building & Loan
Association and thus pay for your
home.

f

The Association has on hand mnnnv
j
to loan on desirable property.
or particulars call on r addres
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MUST BELIEVE IT.

YEARS A60
When

Santa Fe People
Tell It So Plainly.

Well-Know- n

Continued From First Page.

Cured Paralysis.
P. O. True, Texas,
writes: "My wife had been suffering
five years with paralysis in her arm,
when I was persuaded to use Ballard's
Snow Linament, which cured her all
right. I have also used it for old sores,
frostbites and skin eruptions. It does
the work." 25c, 50c, $1.00. Sold by
Fischer. Drug Co.
W. S. Baiiy,

A Frightened Horse.
Running like mad down tbaatHHS,
dumping the occupants, or
other accidents, are every
rences. It behooves everybody toiwse
a reliable salve handy and tbenftaono
as good as Bucklen's Arnica. STfc.
Burns, Cuts, Sores, Eczema xdM ISfes
disappear quickly under its socfi2as-fec- t.
25c at Fischer Drug Co. .

When public endorsement is made
Sibley arrived at Fort Bliss, and took
command of the entire forces of Con' by a representative cinzci of Santa
federates that were assembled in the Fe the proof is positi j. You must beTerritory of New Mexico. He after lieve it. Read this testimony. Every
wards proceeded to the north, encoun bickaehe sufferer, every man woman
tered Canby's forces at the sanguinary c: child w;th any kidney trouble will
battle of Valverde, thence northly, tak ii'.ul pofit in the reading.
Advertise in the New MeiSeai nasi
Manuel B. Delgado, county clerk,
ing the different towns until he finally
you will increase your busixtero.
reached Santa Fe, where he made a ays: "During the four or five years I
short
stay, and then proceeded on his was subject to attacks of backache I
Man in
in
is
way back to attack Fort Union, but he knew the cause came from some dis
met in Apache Canon (Glorietta), Col turbed action of the kidneys but I did
ADS
onel John P. Slough, with his Colora not know how to stop it although I AND MISCELLANEOUS
do Volunteers, and such regulars and tried more than one highly recomNew Mexican militia as he could pick mended medicine guaranteed to cure
WANTED A girl for plain cooking.
up, with the result that he (Sibley) such symptoms. An attack was an- Apply Catron residence.
GOLD BOND
started on his retreat from the Terri- noying me just before I went to Ire- ror ioan s Sidney
SOAP AGENTS WANTED Men and
tory. When he had reached Mesilla, .anas
was
it
nils,
perhaps not as aggravat- - women make 200 monthy. Send 15c
he received information that the "California Column" was within a few days' ed as some in the past for I had been : for $1.00 box assorted Toilet Soaps and Read What Accomplished Mwfcfaam
Say of the Story and Clack
march of his command, which accel- laid up unable to work for a week at a ! special terms to agents. Greatest sel- erated his movements, and he did not time but be that as it may the treat- ler known. Everybody buys. Hancock
"Equal if not -- uperior to asgr
let up until he arrived at San Antonio, ment with Doan's Kidney Pills radi Novelty Co., Chicago.
Your
if
I have had occasion to
ment
Texas.' Sibley's command, when he cally disposed of the said attack."
Barron
Berthold.
vi50
MAN
cents
reached
or
in
Bliss
Fort
sale
all
for
Under 35,
Santa Fe
1861, numbered
For
dealers; price
by
GOLD BOND
"Shows such tup priority
wat
Co., Buffalo, N cinity to prepare for Gov't Position as
nearly or quite 3,700 men; when he a box. Foster-Milbur- n
ansbip and finish as must taste
returned it was less than 2,000, making Y... sole agents for the United States.
RAILWAY MAIL CLERK. Experia loss of over 1,700 men, the bones of a Remember the name Doan's and ence in Post Office work not necessary. them welcome to any housetattL'
Leonora Jackson.
Entrance salary $800 per annum.
large number of whom were left on take no other.
"Grand
re3ona ' in tone caf
the arid plains of Arizona, New MexiGradual promotion. Exceptional opsweet
and tender." M2aJE-lightfully
co and Texas.
ening. I. S. S. Box I, Cedar Rapids, la.
Bauermeister.
After the retreat of the Texans, the
Santa Fe.'N. M
RECTOR OF ST. LUKE'S,
102Chapelle
"I cannot speak too r 'ghly ff vm:
WANTED For the U. S. army: able
"California Column" was retained in
pianos, they seem to be vs&m&afr
the Territory, and the different com Ashburnham, Ontario, Testifies to the bodied, unmarried men, between ages able." R. Watkin Mills.
of 21 and 35; citizens of United States
panies were distributed through the
"I find your planes
syzss.
Good Qualities of Chamberof good character and temperate habof
New Mexico. In the
for acccrvanyliig tfca wiofc"'
department
lain's Cough Remedy.
pathetic
can
who
and
its,
speak, read
write,
fall of 1862, there were persistent ruLillian Blauvelt Pendleton.
English. For information apply to re
mors that a large force of Rebels were
"Gave the livel'-- t
satisfact&sa. to
Ashburnham, Ont, April 18, 1903. I cruiting officer 150 San Francisco me. I consider them second t souaT
organizing at San Antonio for the purNew
Santa
Mexico.
Fe,
David Frangcon Davies.
pose of returning and capturing all the think it is only right that I shall tell Street,
SUNSHINE ROUTE, via TORRANCE GATEWAY.
ex"I think it capabl of the
Ac- you what a wonderful effect Chamberforces in New Mexico.
Federal
WANTED $8 to $12 weekly easily pression of musical thought" SSXm
Connecting with the E. P. & N. E. and Chichago, Rock Island & Paciffc R. R, cordingly General James H. Carleton, lain's Cough Remedy has produced.
Shortest line out of Sant
e, or New Mexico, to Chicago, Kansas City or St. Louis
commanding the Department, ordered The day before Easter I was so dis- easily earned by either sex knitting xicach Yaw.
"I- - my opinion
When you travel take the that I should
a cold and cough that I seamless hosiery for the western marthey rank asssag
proceed with my com- tressed with
our
to
to
did
dube
able
best pianos of the day." S&5
take
machine
not
think
ket;
very
improved
family
any
California
K,
First
pany
Infantry
BEST, SAFEST my company being stationed at the ties the next day, as my voice was al- with ribbing attachment furnished Sauret.
THE NEW LIN K
"Possessed of a beautiful esatfifar tit
AND
time at La Mesilla, to San Elizario, most choked by the cough. The same worthy families who do not own a maJ received an order from you for a chine, on easy payment plan; write at tone and a most sympathetic toas"
day
t
on
meet
to
the
Texas,
duty,
SHORTEST
Fernando da Lucia.
first advance of the Texans, standing bottle of your Cough Remedy. I at once for full particulars and comwas perfectly charmed rsSJt tta
"I
mence
no
once
a
and
making
money;
experience
procured
sample bottle,
them off the best I could, and if they
ROAD
of to-'- e ind delight&at tawA.
UNITED
STATES
WOOLEN
beauty
took
medicine.
To
required.
the
relief
my
great
to
in
were
fall
Paso.
to
El
back
force,
'
Fine chair cars, elegant
Francis ' Uitsen.
cough and cold had completely dis- - CO., Detroit, Mict.
It was in December, 1862, when I ar- the
"Their tone is sweet as well as s
a nnoororl anrl T xva a a Vila
r"
Pullmans and Tourist cars,
nraa
ir
rived at San Elizario, and I soon had
FOR RENT The McPherson house. ant. Are remarkably adapted
supberh dining cars, my company in readiness to receive three times on Easter Day. I know
"ON
"BEST
WHEELS." the enemy. I remember well that one that this rapid and effective cure was ; Close n large grounds, modern conve companying the voice. de
Vere
Sapio.
due to your cough Kemedy. 1 make niences. Enquire Capt. Fred Muller.
Tickets on sale to Chicago of my out-po"Your pianos embody sweetness, sag
guards brought in two this testimonial
without solicitation,
Kansas City, St. Louis, El German
one
a
of
with
them
of tone, splendid oacE?2ac
richness
prisoners,
Paso and all points East. badly broken arm made by a rifle bul being thankful to have found such
FOR. RENT Two new
power and excellent action." Sase.
Gcdsent
remedy. Respectfully yours, cottages, stationary range, bath and Olitzka.
We also
sell
tickets let. They reported that they had
E. A. LANGFELDT, M. A.,
toilet. Apply to Geo. B. Ellis, Claire THE STORY & CLARK PtAKO CSX.
started to get to the Union lines.-witRector to St. Luke's Church, Hotel.
TO EUROPE.
a small party from a town down in
Employ only expert workmen i
To Chamberlain Medicine Co.
work or contract work
piece
via the Cunard Steamship Texas, and that they had been overFOR RENT Elks' Hall, formerly in their factories.
This remedy is for sale by all
a
of
force
taken
rebels,
by
superior
Line and The Old Domion
Adam's Hall for balls, parties and all
and had been wiped out; that they were
They have won renown on tws
other public and private use. Apply tlnents
Steamship Company, and
for excellence and Beaaty
had
been
the
that
only survivors,
they
to principle cities to or
to George E. Ellis, trustee.
Notice for Publication.
their instruments.
a long time on the road, without anyfrom Europe.
Prices and terms most Ktrsri.
(Homestead Entry No. C4U.)
thing to eat except such roots and
FOR SALE Good driving horse and
ov th Interior,
Defaktmeijt
on the General Agent Car
Call
green stuff as they could find on their Lend Office at Sa'nt Fe. N. M.. Nov. 12. 1904. single buggy. For further information
Mexico,
CONNECTING
is
Notice
the
that
one
with
the
Fast
hereby
the
given
following
that
way;
weary
Special
Freight
apply at Koury's Cash Store.
lias Hied notice ot his intennamed
Line arranged five to six broken arm had suffered terribly, they tion to settler
make final proof in support of his
and that, siicl proof will be made be
GREAT, RAILWAY SYSTEMS days from Chicago, Kansas both having made their way from the claim,
TURKEYS FOR SALE.
fore the reeister or receiver at Santa Fe. N
scene of the conflict on foot. In fact, M on
Dee 221. 1904, viz: Felis Kodrignez
O P
Bronze
City and St. Louis.
Santa Fe, H. M.
pure
Turkeys.
Engage
15
for
section
22,
the
swH.
north,
their story was the same as in the ac range 1 east He names township
the following wit- Bronze turkeys now for delivery March Vho will show you the Story
NEW
count detailed above. My men came nesses to prove his continuous residence 1st. Toms, $5.00; hens, $2.50; pair Clark Pia;ios In the several states
j
and cultivation of said land, viz: Jose
I
infor-additional
forward
with an abundance of clothes upon
'
M. T. RAILEY,
Any
finish Ma'iogany, Huncarlan,
Abeyta, lrineo Rodriguez, David Rodriguez, $6.50. Address
'
Barbero all of Santa Fe. N. M.
man
Miguel
or
for the sufferers, and the wounded
mation regarding rates
and Golden Oak.
Velarde, N. M.
It. Uteho, Kegister,
Ma.ickl
was
our
a
In
attended
surgeon.
by
special shipments will be cheerfuly given by addressing or calling on unerslgned
few days, having been well fed and
Colic Prevented.
CHRISTMAS HOLIDAY EXCURSION
RATES clothed, they were forwarded to the Take Bilious
a
double
dose of Chamberlain's
El
officer
where
at
and
via Santa Fe Central
the great Rock Island route. One fare plus $2.00 the commanding
Paso,
Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy
round trip. Chicago, Kansas City,. St Louis, Cmaha, St Paul and Minneapolis. they received the best of treatment. I Colic,
as soon as the first indication of the
rhese Celebrated Hot Springs are these waters has been thorougfcfr
Points in Minnesota, Iowa, Michigan, Wisconsin, Kansas and Nebraska, saw them both a few months after- disease
appears and a threatened atwere
hale
and
and
wards,
DAYS:
for
hearty,
they
DECEMBER
22
SELLING
and 26, 1904. Limit
return 30
located in the midst of the Ancient ed by the miraculous cures atfiestot te
20, 21,
in the Quartermaster's De- tack may be warded off. Hundreds of
employed
of
sale.
date
from
miles west in the following diseases: ParrfjsSa,
days
people use the remedy in this way with Cliff Dwellers, twenty-fiv-e
GEORGE H. PETTIS.
partment.
Disease of the
success.
all
For
sale
of Taos, and fifty miles north of Santa Malaria, Bright's
S. B. GMMSHAW.
by
perfect
Rheumatism,
Neuralgia,
Consassgttss.
?e, and about twelve miles from Bar- - neys, Syphilitic and Mercurial AffecG. F. & P. A
HOTEL ARRIVALS.
W. H. ANDREWS.
anca Station, on the Denver and Rio tions, Scrofula, Catarrh, La Grijew aF
&
Vtanaqer
Coughing Spell Caused Death.
Palace: Dr. and Mrs. J. W. Holland,
Grande
Railway, from which point a Female Complaints, etc., etc. Baas
J. A. KNOX,
"Harry Duckwell, aged 25 years, daily line of stages runs to the Springs. lodging and bathing $2.50 per day; fs
Westfield, Massachusetts; W. F. BurP. A, ton, St. Louis; C. H. Young, Denver; choked to death early yesterday morn- The temperature of these waters is per week; $50 per month. Stage aeecCs
F,
N. W. Violette, St. Louis; C. F. Waugh, ing at his home, in the presence of his from 90 to 122 degrees. The gases are Denver trains and waits for San&a Bs
wife and child. He contracted a slight carbonic.
Trinidad.
Altitude, 6,000 feet. Climate train upon request. This resort Is aa
Claire: Mrs. M. E. Thomas, Mazie cold a few days ago and paid but little very dry and delightful the year tractive at all seasons, and is opera sJ
to it. Yesterday morning he round.
Howard, Alamosa; Stella Henderson, attention
There is now a commodious winter. Passengers fo.' Ojo CaSeac
was seized with a fit of coughing which hotel for
the convenience of invalids can leave Santa Fe at 9 a. ss araft
Ray Clifton, Albuquerque; C. O. Ruck-er- ,
St. Joseph; F. R. Washburn, Chi- continued some time. His wife sent and tourists. These waters contain reach Ojo Caliente at 4 ?. m. the mmm
for a physician but before he could ar- 1,686.24
cago; Harry S. Eaton, Wood River,
grains of alkaline salts to the day. Fare for rouud trip from Saata another
rive,
spell came on gallon, being the richest alkaline Hot Fe
C.
W.
to Ojo Caliente, $7.40. For fertfcseNebraska;
Jenkins, Antonito; and Duckwell coughing
died from suffocation.
in the world. The efllcacy of particulars, address
H. M. Freeman, Chicago; M. T. Moriar-ty- ,
Springs
St. Louis
Dec.l, 1901."
Moriarty; E. L. Taylor, Trinidad; Ballard's Horehound Syrup would have
W. G. Franklin, Kansas City; Lon
saved him. 25c, 50c and $1.00. Sold
Merritt, W. M. Clark, Duluth, Minne- by Fischer Drug Co.
Ojo Caliente. Taos County. 1. A
sota; George T. Boland, Kansas City.
Bon Ton: George Warner, Albu- "COMPLIMENTS OF THE SEASON"
querque; Jerome Watkins, H. B. At- Marked right on box in gold relief.
kinson, Corona.
Fine cigars. Just the thing for "Xmas"
Normandie: F. W. Whittaker, Valpresents. 25 to box.
paraiso, Indiana; Clarence Ridgeway,
"THE CLUB."
White Ooaks; William Morrison,
Revolution Imminent
A sure sign of approaching revolt
A Costly Mist e.
and serious trouble in your system is
Blunders are sometimes very expen- nervousness,
sleepless, or stomach upsive. Occasionally life itself is the sets. Electric Bitters will
quickly disprice of a mistake, but you'll never be member the troublesome causes. It
wrong if you take Dr. King's New Life never fails to tone the stomach, reguFinest equipped Train in the states will be placed in
Pills for Dyspepsia, Dizziness, Head- late the Liver, and
clarify the blood.
No trouble to aft
ache, Liver and Bowel troubles. They Run down systems benefit particularly
questions'
service December 25, 1904, on improved and
are gentle, yet thorough. 25c at the and all the usual attending aches vanaccelerated schedules.
Fischer Drug Co.'.
ish under it3 searching and thorough
effectiveness.
Electric Bitters is only
BIDS FOR LEGISLATIVE PRINTING 50c, and that is returned if it don't give
1905.
perfect satisfaction. Guaranteed by
Territory of New Mexico,
Fischer Drug Co.
-Buffet. Library Car between Chicago and Los Angeles.
Qfflce o Secretary.
Santa Fe, N. M., December 6, 1904.
"
"
Tourist
,
Will
Be
Bitter.
Sleeping Car "
Fight
l!lo.; .j triplicate accompanied by a . Those who
"
" ,
"
in closing their
Dining Car
persist
bond in the sum of $500 for printing ears
Double Drawing Room Sleeping Car between Chicago
against the continual recommenbills
ihe laws and journals in book dation of Dr, King's New Discovery for
an
Fiancisco.
Mountain
at
6:50 p. m.
Leaves El Paso Daily
Time,
form for the 36th Legislative Assembly Consumption, will have a
long and bitSingle Drawing Room Sleeping Car between St
of New Mexico, to order through the ter fight with their troubles, if ot
Los
and
Angeles.
This handsome solid yestlbuled train Direct connections made for all
secretary, will 1 e received at thU of- ended earlier by fatal termination.
Single Drawing Room Sleeping Car between Cbicag
fice until 3 o'clock p. m December Read what T. R. Beall, of Beall, Miss.,
ions through to New Orleans, Shreve-po- rt North, East and Southeast
and Kansas City.
and St. Louis without change.
For schedules, rates and other
20th, 1904, at which time they will be has to say "Last fall my wife had evObservation Sleeping Car between Chicago and Los Angeles.
Carries through sleepers Los Angeles formation call on or address.
opened in the presence of the bidders. ery symptom of consumption.
She
to Chicago aad intermediate points.
Jfifc All work to be dono at Santa Fe un- took Dr. King's New Discovery after
Steam HeaL
Electric Lights.
der the personal supervision of the
else had failed. ImproveNo Extra Fare.
everything
Courteous Treatment.
CURTIS
W.
R.
specification., samples of pa- ment came at once and four bottles
per, etc., may be seen at this office. cured her. Guaranteed by Fischer
Southwestern Passenger Agent
A. N. BROWN.
The right is reserved to reject any or Drug Co. Price 50c and $1. Trial botEL PASO, TEXAS
all bids.
J. W. RAYNOLDS,
tles free.
Genl. Pass. Agt.
IV. O. roONABB
3. P. TOjUTOR
.
, Secretary of New Mexico
EL PASO, TEXAS.
Gen. Passenger and. Ticket
Traveling Passenger Afknt
Advertise In the New Mexican and
; IL PAtO, TtXAl
DALLAS, TEXAS
Telephone No. 31 for fine printing.
you will increase your business.

Looking for an absolutely safe investment?
cent Bond will interest You.
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AFTER THE
SANITARIUM 'B

of6

DIAMONDS. WATCHES,

Joint Meeting Last Evening at Court
House of Council and Board of.?.
Trade All Work Together.

CLOCKS,
SILVERWARE. ETC.

1-

-

CHRISTMA

ERFUM

The first definite steps toward securing the proposed Fraternal Sanitarium
for this city were taken last evening at
a joint meeting of the City Council and
ar&ttufaeturer of.?
the Board of Trade at the County Commissioners' room in the court house,
Chaffing Dish.
IJiiicafl Filigree Jewelry
which was but the beginning of a
AH kinds of designs in
strong fight that Santa Fe will make
ALL THE
to obtain the location of the InstituFILIGREE FOB CHAINS, FILIGREE NECK CHAINS, tion. The meeting organized by electing C. W. Dudrow chairman and H. D
FILIGREE SOUVENIR SPOONS,
Gibson secretary.
3TOGREE BROOCH PINS, FILIGREE BRACELETS, Various plans were discussed by
a number of business men and it was
FILIGREE CARD CASES.
decided that the fraternal organizations of the city be asked to
in the work by writing to lodges in
St. Louis and their grand lodges, stating what Santa Fe can do for them in
S. 0. CARTWRIQHT, Sec'y and Treas.
GEO. W. HICKOX, President
the way of donating land, the nature
of the land, the magnificent supply of
No. 250 San Francisco Street,
water in this locality and the beauGrocery Telephone No. 4. Meat Market Telephone No. 40. tiful and healthgiving climate that this
section of the Territory enjoys.
Not many details of the plan were
known and it was rather difficult to
take action, although it was the unanimous opinion of those present that all
We have received our last shipments of new crop dried fruits. We now
land necessary for a sanitarium of
aare a very complete assortment at attractive prices. There is nothing more the
dimensions of the one proposed
the
aeoncmical or pleasing at this season than dried fruits for breakfast, lunch
in the immediate
ar supper. It should be remembered that it takes from five to twelve pounds can easilyinbe secured
two miles of
within
fact
vicinity,
yff.the fresh fruit to make one of dried.
the city of Santa Fe. The Board of
Trade owns 600 acres of land within
that distance and the water on
FIGS.
PRUNES.
We carry a nice line of figs. They it cannot be excelled anywhere in the
The' once despised prune has come
as
not only a delightful confection Territory, for clearness and purity.
are
to
the
front
rank
late
take
f
years
aew methods of curing and an improve- eaten raw, but are also much used The city also owns land which ' Will
doubtless be donated and the
ment in the varieties produced, has cooked for the table.
10c
management stands ready to
iiutde it one of the most appetising as California figs, bricks, each
donate 100 acres more.
well as one of the most healthful of California figs, the best quality,
Combined action by the business
each in pasteboard corton ...121-2- c
JMed
men
of this city will also doubtless re25c
Imported
figs,
pound
1904
layer
Small size prunes,
crop, lb.. .5c
in
sult
.
.
.30c
securing control of hundreds of
Imported washed figs, pound.
larger size prunes, 1904 crops. . .8
1 lb. basket figs, each
acres
in
addition to this if more is re25c
1904
.10c
Medium size prunes,
crop.
2
50c
lb. basket figs, each
quired.
Sxtiz large ones, 1904 crop. . . .12 c
3 lb. basket figs, each . . . .
Individual action by all present at
75c
Try rice and prunes cooked together.
the meeting was also urged and it is
10c
Hook each separately in the ordinary Cooking figs, prepared
PEELS.
necessary that such action should be
wary, 'when the rice is almost done, put
m the prunes and cook together for a We have orange, lemon and citron prompt and decisive. Santa Fe is the
few minutes. Can be used either for a peel by the pound, and half pound box- best possible place for a sanitarium
and really the only site for it in
vegetable or makes a healthful and es sliced citron peel.
the Territory. Few localities or cities
GLACE
FRUITS.
cream.
with
iifcnple pudding
2
40c can offer what Santa Fe is able to and
lb. boxes candied cherries
APPLES.
lb. boxes assorted fruit
40c no time should be lost in informing the
25c
S lbs. Sun cured
are
used
These
mince
for
meat, for promoters of the plan of these adT lbs. Evaporated
25c
ice cream and for puddings.
vantages.
DATES.
Another meeting will be called earTVe are now offering new crop dates
PEACHES.
2 lbs. Standard Quality
in bulk.
25c ly next week, as soon as information Is
Z. ponnds for
25c 1 lb. Fancy Quality
,15c received from St. Louis. Letters have
already been written to Mayor Wells,
of that city and Secretary Hatfield of
the Fraternal Association, which latOrder your Xmas poultry now Turkeys, Geese, Ducks and Chickens.
:
ter is backing the project and replies
are expected soon. It Is more than
likely that Santa Fe will receive first
consideration as a possible location for
the sanitarium, from the committee
that has the decision to make.
LETTER LIST.
The meeting last evening, which Is
We have fast received a car load ol
of letters remaining uncalled
List
Fresh Flowers all the Timet
Fresh Fruits in Season!
&
only the forerunner of others which for in the
postofflce at Santa Fe, N. M.,
will be held here, showed the desire of
For the week ending Dec. 10, 1904.
the. people of Santa Fe to secure the If not
called for within two weeks
site of what will be the largest sanitar will be sent to the dead letter office
Jcnd will be pleased to sho.w you through our establishment.
ium in the world. It would be a great at
Washington:
J0 J& ? Goods sold on easy payments & &
thing for this city, a fact that should Armljo, Mrj Adclaida Moutr.ya, Farivi
cause all, who have the interests of
K
Ortega, Feisita
Alarlcl. Mr, J H M
Oiiiutma. Serafina
Santa Fe at heart, to get together and Abeti,
Tiodoro
Rodriguez, Fllogonlo
San Miguel Street, Near the Old Church, Santa Fe, N. M.
work for it.
Kodr gruez, Mrs
Monico, Carrillo
0
Todooio
Hook, Mrs P U
Lonez. Stefanie
Eojiero. Daniel
FLOWERS A SPECIALTY,
Mlerr, JulUuita
Tyler, Walter
de
Ortiz
Mrs
Samuels,
MARKET REPORT.
Martinez, Anastacio
White, Frank W
WEDDING BOUQUETS
DECORATIONS
In calling please say advertised and
'
give the date.
FLORAL DESIGNS
MONEV AND METAL.
PAUL A. F. WALTER,
New York, Dec. 10. Money on calf.
J&
s&
P. O. Box 457
Telephone No. xa
Postmaster.
j&
Also has very large stock nominal, no loans. Prime mercantile
4
00.
cent.
Silver
per
i)d
NOTICE TO SHAREHOLDERS.
of New and Second Hand parter
New York, December 10
Copper and
The annual meeting of the sharehold
JLead quiet and unchanged.'
ers of the First National Bank of SanStoves, Stove Pipe, Zinc.
GRAIN.
ta Fe, will be held at the banking
Chicago, December 10. Close, Wheal, Louse in the
etc., etc.
city of Santa Fe, Territory
Dec. 107; May 110.
New
on Tuesday, January
of
Mexico,
Dec.
Corn,
47i May,
10th, 1905, at four o'clock p. m.
Oats, Dec. 28); May 30. '
JOHN H. VAUGHN,
PORK, LARD AND RIBS.
MANUFACTURE
Cashier.
OF
Pork, Dec. $11.25; May 813 80.
"GOVERNMENT GUARANTEE."
Lard, Dec. 80.80; May 87.07'.
"Uncle Sam's" guarantee goes with
Bibs, Jan. $0.50; May, $6.72
every bottle of whisky sold at the
MARKET.
DEALER IN
'Club." Goods bpught in bond only.
St. Louis, Mo., December 10. Woo
None better at any place or at any
nominal and unchanged.
Batches. Clocks, Jewelry and Hand Painted Chlaa.
price.
Territory and western medium, 21
23 One medium, 17
Repairing of to watches and Jeweljjr wwrk a specialty.
IS; fine, 16
ALL KINDS OF PICTURE FRAMING.
17.
On account of hard times, we will
FILIGIU It II0LU1U tH EZZ3
S2UI BBSS U4 1IDHI 600DS
8TOCK MARKETS. ,
sell for a limited time only, the follow
New York, Dec. 10. Closing stocks,
247 San Francises Ct
ing goods at cut prices:
Atchisou 86; pfd., 103K; New York Famous
Day Telepone 35.
Monogram Rye Whiskey, . .
137 Jf;
Central, 138; Pennsylvania,
Mrs.
and
at
Gold's Residence, foot Palace Ave., Tel. No. 142
now
Sunday's
4.00
$5.50
Nights
at
gal,
per
Southern Pacific, 64'4; Union Pacific,
....1.00
111)8'; pfd., 05; U. S. Steel, 30; pfd., $1.50 bottle now
a a.
Good California Claret, per Doz.
Bottles
2.75
LIVE STOCK.
Good California Riesling, per Doz.
Kansas City, Mo. Decemoer 10. Catt'e
Bottles
2.75
unchanged.
Native steers, 83.50
86.50; South St. Elmo Club Cigars, per box of
1.85
50, $2.25, now
ern steers, sa.50
$4.50; Souther'- 83.25; native cows and White House Cigars, per box of 50
cows, 81.75
85.00; Stockers and
heifers, 81.75
$3.25, now
.....2.75
$4.10; bulls, 82.00
feeders, 82.50
White House Cigars, ftr box of 25,
86.25; western
$4.00; calves, 83.00
$2.00, now
....1.65
steers, 83.00
$5.00; western cows.
Famous Pittsburg Stogies, per box. . . .
83.50.
$1.75
1.65
of 100
Sheep market nominally steady.
$5 00; lambs, $4.50 All California Wines, per gallon.. 1.00
Muttons, 84 00
S 86.00; Range wethers, 84 00 $4 .00; Malaga Wine, per gallon
..1.50
84 25.
Hwes, $3.50
Geo- 1.50
Madeira Wine, per gallon
10.
December
Cattle
market
Chicago,
Wine, five years old,
Bergundy
steady.
1.50
per gallon
Uooa to prime steers, JO 00 &
;
Wishing to retire from business I will sell my
$5.80; stockers ..We carry also a full line of import
poor to medium, 83 60
,
Chlan-ti20
84
82
Rhine
ed
10; cows $1.49
and feeders,
$
Wine, French Claret,
entire stock of
$4 00; belters, 82.00
$5.00; cannjers,
Tokay Wine, Sherry and Port.
INDIAN
83 40; bulls, $2 00
All
84 10; White Seal
$1.35
MEXICAN BLANKETS, POTTERY
Champagne.
87.00; western steers,
calves, 83 50
Also imported Cuban, Havana and
BASKETS, DRAWN WORK. CURIOS. ETC.
$3.30
$4.85.
Mexican Cigars.
Sheep strong.
At less than Cost
Mail orders promptly attended to.
Oood to choice wethers, $4.50 (3 85.25:
fair to choice mixed, $3.60
$4.40;
TOURISTS:
western sheep. $3.50 a $5.00; native
w
western
$4.75
lambs,
$6.60;
lamb?,
Do
i

Favorite Odors

CARTWRIGHT.DAVIS CO.
j

IN

New Ctop Dried

Fait

Attractive Packages
FOR THE

Holiday Trade

Sun-mou-

fruits'

The quality and price
will please you; call
and inspect our stock

c

2

ipse

230 San Francisco Street

DAVID S. LOWITZKI
NEW HOLIDAY GOODS

Santa Fe, JL H.

FRUITS AND FLOWERS

The Clarendon Garden

f

Call and see his new
line of Iron Beds at

fiilJJLli

Ef

fjffiiffi
whl
4xlJai5:w

cut

very low price.

j

DUDROW

44.

& MONTEfJIE

Undertakers and
Etnbalmers

FJexican Filigree Jewelry

Dtidrow's Office Building.

Christinas.

GOLD'S OLD CURIOSITY SHOP

Barsams

CLOSING
OUT

Dollar Watches for Boys, Girls' Midget Watches.
Wostenholm lXL Pocket Knives,
Nickel Plated Chafing Dishes, Tea and Coffee
Pots, Nut Picks and Nut Crackers.
to be sold at

SALE!

87-20-

and

BARGAIN PRICES!!

W.

QOEBHL

.
The Hardware Dealer
IEE--

Catron Block, No. 3M

:

:

:

:

Santa Fe, N. M.

St. Elmo Club.

$5.00 & $6.35.

The Bon Ton la the oldest establish
ed hotel In th city and under Its able
management endeavors to be
date In every detail.
up-to-

THE FAMILY LIQUOR HOUSE.
Next to Normandie Hotel.
I

No. 210 Don Gaspar Ave.,

Please Call and Give Us a Trial.
'Phone No. 6.

you know that you miss half of Santa Fe
you do not visit our Curio Store & Free Museum
Sigp of th Old Cart
Cor. Sea Franclsct

Send for Cfttelosvt

Street and Ban Alliy

